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2Executive Summary 
This report addresses the challenges to obtaining better, more usable data about the nonprofit sector to match 
the sector’s growing importance. In 2010, there were 1.5 million tax-exempt organizations in the United States 
with $1.51 trillion in revenues. Through the Form 990 in its several varieties, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) 
gathers and publishes a large amount of information about tax-exempt organizations. Over time, versions of the 
Form 990 have evolved that collect information on governance, investments, and other factors not directly related 
to an organization’s tax calculations or qualifications for tax exemption. Copies of these returns are available one 
at a time from the filers or from other sources. The IRS creates image files of Form 990 returns and sells compila-
tions of them to the subscribing public for a fee. Several institutions, particularly GuideStar, the Foundation Cen-
ter, and the National Center for Charitable Statistics (NCCS) at the Urban Institute, use this IRS data to analyze 
and present information about individual nonprofits and about the sector as a whole. 
Like other important data collected by governments, information contained in the 990s could potentially be far 
more useful if it were not only public but “open” data.  Open data are data that are available to all, free of charge, 
in a standard format, published without proprietary conditions, and available online as a bulk download rather 
than only through single-entry lookup.  Making the Form 990 data truly open in this sense would not only make 
it easier to use for the organizations that already process it, but would also make it useful to researchers, advocates, 
entrepreneurs, technologists, and nonprofits that do not have the resources to use the data in its current form. 
We argue that open 990 data may increase transparency for nonprofit organizations, making it easier for state and 
federal authorities to detect fraud, spur innovation in the nonprofit sector and, above all, help us to understand 
the potential value of the 990 data.
However, as also is the case for the 990s, “liberating” government data from paper-based technologies and 
processes is neither straightforward nor free. While myriad benefits may justify the costs, as we argue in this case, 
there is a need for practical strategies to overcome technical, political, and cultural impediments. The paper ex-
plores the costs and benefits of four avenues, which are not mutually exclusive, for achieving open 990 data:
1. A legislative mandate for e-filing: Congressional action to mandate electronic filing combined with guidance 
on how electronic data should be released.
2. IRS initiative: A major project by the IRS to turn Form 990 data into open data.
3. Third-party platform: A third party that would take on the task of creating an open database from Form 990 
data.
4. A priori electronic filing: A variation on (3) in which nonprofits would, when filing with the IRS, simultane-
ously send their electronic 990 information to a third party responsible for database creation and mainte-
nance.
 After reviewing the pros and cons of these options, we recommend a two-track strategy: Pursuing the 
longer-term goal of legislation that would mandate electronic filing to create open 990 data, and pursuing a 
shorter-term strategy of developing a third-party platform that can demonstrate benefits more immediately. The 
paper concludes with specific recommendations for rapid development of an initial database combined with con-
tests, challenges, and other approaches to build a community willing to examine the quality of 990 data and build 
innovative tools that draw upon 990 and other available data to create a better understanding of the nonprofit 
sector than we currently have and that we so desperately need. 
3The 990 Opportunity
Highlights
•	 To be fully usable, data need to be “open.” Data need to be accessible in forms that third parties can use to do 
analysis and develop software applications.
•	 Opening data contained in the nonprofit tax returns (Form 990 data) should foster innovation in the non-
profit sector.
•	 This paper addresses strategies for making Form 990 data open, considering both government and third-party 
solutions, with the goal of spurring transparency and innovation.
America’s nonprofit sector is the envy of the world.  Over the past fifty years, this robust sector has grown one 
hundred fold while giving rise to everything from the civil rights, environmental, and Tea Party movements to 
revolutions in agriculture, medicine, and the media. Universities, churches, foundations, charities, and social 
service organizations of all kinds are major drivers of culture, art, religion, science, and altruistic services in the 
United States.   
The role of nonprofits may now become even greater – and subject to greater scrutiny. With a national move-
ment in the U.S. to shrink the role of government, non-governmental organizations (NGOs) will be expected to 
step in to fill essential needs, not just fill in the gaps left by government programs. That expectation will put pres-
sure on NGOs to develop more comprehensive, effective, and efficient programs, and to release more informa-
tion about their operations, investments, and impact. Entrepreneurial donors of wealth and influence — not to 
mention regulators, economists, journalists, and all of us concerned with the state of our country — will demand 
greater accountability from nonprofits than ever before.
In principle, the best way to provide more information about the nonprofit sector could be to work with the 
data federal and state governments already collect from nonprofits. Different states have different regulations re-
garding nonprofit filing. Some are now working together on systems for electronic registration of nonprofits, and 
some require federal forms to be filed with the state as well. But the most thorough and useful data sources are the 
different versions of the Form 990 filed with the Internal Revenue Service. 
The Form 990 dates back to the Revenue Act of 1943 and has always requested information about a tax-exempt 
organization’s activities. Over time, however, nonprofits have been expected to file more extensive information 
that gives greater insight into their operations. Most are required to file information about unrelated business 
income, officers’ compensation, and information about governance, finances, and investments that has become 
increasingly detailed over the years. Academics, independent organizations, and nonprofits themselves have used 
these data to analyze individual organizations and the nonprofit sector as a whole. 
The U.S. Internal Revenue Service collects copious data about the nonprofit sector through the different 
versions of the Form 990. Every year, approximately 1.5 million registered tax-exempt organizations file one of 
the Forms 990, 2 but the corpus of Forms 990 data have not been made available in a comprehensive and open 
format. This trove of data about a sector that pays $670 billion in wages and benefits annually 3 includes financial, 
governance, and organizational information. 4 
The IRS already devotes significant resources to making 990 data public, as is required by law. But returns are 
released only as individual image files. This format is useful only for reading about one nonprofit organization at a 
time. The sector deserves comprehensive and computable data that can be openly aggregated, searched, checked, 
and analyzed. In short, 990 data needs to be liberated.
Releasing 990 information as “open data” — in a “computable” format that can be electronically analyzed and 
used for many purposes — would make the entire nonprofit sector more transparent. When government agencies 
release the data they collect as open data, great things can happen. For example, the U.S. Department of Health 
and Human Services recently published its database of hospital infection rates online in a computable format. 
4With this data publicly available for the first time, Microsoft and Google were able to mash it up with mapping 
data to create an application that shows infection rates for local hospitals across the country. This tool readily al-
lows anyone — from the investigative journalist to the parent of a sick child — to see which hospitals are safest. 
Open data can be transformative when third parties use it to create new analyses, visualizations, and mash ups 
that transform raw data into knowledge. Solving complex challenges requires many people with diverse skills and 
talents working together. 5 When experts of all kinds have access to open data, it becomes a catalyst for creative 
problem solving and community innovation. “The real value [of open data] comes from interpretation, analysis, 
linking-up and reflection — in short, from being used,” says one database expert. “Keeping hold of data that you 
don’t use much is wasting potential. By making data open, you enable others to bring fresh perspectives, insights, 
and additional resources to your data, and that’s when it can become really valuable.” 6 
Opening up 990 data could provide great opportunities to analyze and improve the nonprofit sector. Research-
ers are already analyzing the nonprofit sector from economic, geographic, and operational perspectives. 7 A com-
prehensive source of high-quality data on nonprofits, structured to allow comparisons and analyses across different 
organizations in the sector, would greatly enhance and accelerate these research efforts. Making IRS data open 
won’t solve every problem; in particular, the fact that many nonprofits file extensions will still pose a challenge to 
data currency and mistakes entered into forms will still pose a challenge to data quality. However, a comprehensive 
open data resource would make it possible to:
•	 Do more extensive, in-depth empirical research on the sector as a whole, including sector-wide issues such as 
the impact of the economic downturn on nonprofits, the geographic distribution of nonprofit services, and 
the efficiency of the nonprofit sector in delivering services; 
•	 Combine the 990 data with other datasets, such as those on government spending, to better understand the 
relationship between public and private dollars in providing social services;
•	 Query the data to address issues relating to specific nonprofits, such as gaining greater insight into 501(c)(4) 
organizations that engage in lobbying or finding trends and outliers in executive compensation; 
•	 Recognize fraud early, anticipate abuses, and target enforcement more efficiently and effectively; 
•	 Enable more people and organizations to analyze, visualize, and mash up the data, creating a large public 
community that is interested in the nonprofit sector and can collaborate to find ways to improve it; and
•	 Spot issues of both data currency and data quality, and evaluate their impact on our understanding of 
the sector. 
In sum, the data that the IRS collect about nonprofit organizations present a great opportunity to learn about 
the sector and make it more effective.
These goals are not new. Groups such as the Foundation Center, GuideStar, Urban Institute, Johns Hopkins’ 
Center for Civil Society Studies, and Indiana University’s Center on Philanthropy have done data-driven research 
on the nonprofit sector for years. But there has been no comprehensive set of open data about the sector available 
to them or the many others who would take advantage of it. Some data resources now available are not comput-
able — that is, they cannot be downloaded and analyzed by other users. Some are not available free of charge. And 
those data sets that are computable are limited in the kinds of 990 data they include, the number of filers they 
cover, or both. 8 
Even though the IRS makes Form 990 returns public, it provides no free, online repository where the 
corpus of data can be downloaded in bulk for re-use (it does provide a download sample of the Forms 990, 
990-EZ, and 990-PF.). The obstacles to working with the corpus of Forms 990 data as a whole has made it 
difficult to compare nonprofit organizations using standard metrics; to analyze issues across the sector, such 
as the relationship between large donors and board governance; or to mash up IRS data with other data sets, 
such as data on political contributions. 
5USA.GOV Meets USA Today
When Government and the Public Work Together with Open Data: The Federal Register 
2.0 Case Study
In late 2009, the Federal Register, the must-read publication for government policymakers, made ten years 
of editions available as a bulk data file for free download. In doing so, the National Archives and Records 
Administration, which publishes the Federal Register, decided to forgo the $17,000 annual subscription price 
they had previously charged in favor of openness.
Sitting in a coffee shop in San Francisco in April 2010, Dave Augustine, Bob Burbach, and Andrew Car-
penter happened upon the “Apps for America” contest, which called for making a useful tool with a govern-
ment dataset. While they had never heard of it, the Federal Register was the largest file available on the U.S. 
government’s new data portal, Data.Gov. The trio thought they could make the Register look better and be 
more accessible. Their prototype only won second place in the contest. 
But the Federal Register liked it so much they called Dave, Bob, and Andy and commissioned the redesign. 
These three part-time “citizen coders” (they didn’t quit their day jobs) ended up making the actions of the 
executive branch of government truly accessible to the American people for the first time. Instead of dense, 
hard to read PDFs, the new Federal Register launched in July 2010 is graphically appealing and searchable.  
Think USA.gov meets USA Today.  
Figure 1 – Federal Register
On another level, the inaccessibility of Form 990 data has made it difficult to know how valuable the data really 
are. Some experts believe that the usefulness of the 990 data is seriously limited by problems with accuracy, timeli-
ness, and consistency. As Brad Smith, President of the Foundation Center, comments: “Philanthropy is a significant 
industry, but what other $600 billion industry contends with trend data that is up to three years old?” 9 But in a 
Catch-22, the only way to determine and improve the usefulness of 990 data is to put it into a more workable form. 
The obstacles are not only technical: Even addressing a problem as straightforward as data currency raises tax admin-
istration equity problems for a federal agency, which for various reasons, may wish to have a single set of rules for both 
paper and e-filed returns. The IRS traditionally received 990 data in paper forms that were typed or handwritten. In 
2004, the IRS introduced electronic filing, which allows for basic accuracy tests before a return is accepted. Electronic 
filing is also more efficient: Whereas paper forms have to be scanned into a digital format and only then converted (with 
difficulty) into something a computer can read, e-filed forms are “born digital” and could be made available without 
going through such extra steps. But the IRS does not release e-filed data more rapidly than paper data.   
Whether a nonprofit files electronically or on paper, there are many challenges to producing clean, reliable, 
and releasable data. Forms sometimes accidentally include Social Security numbers that should be redacted, for 
example, though the IRS is legally prohibited from doing so. 10  Corrections made to a form and subsequently filed 
are not linked back to the original form, since different units of the IRS have different objectives and rules for how 
they process findings and what they will release publicly. Many nonprofits file extensions or do not file at all, as 
evidenced by the initial round of exempt-status revocations (one of penalties for chronic failure to file) in 2011. 11 
Many also use free-form attachments that lack consistency and accuracy.
6Despite the obstacles, the anticipated benefits of achieving current, comprehensive, and usable data about 
nonprofits could outweigh the difficulties and costs. Moving from a paper-based 990 world of inaccessible and 
limited data disclosure to free and fully open, computable data will have financial costs, take considerable time, 
and pose political, cultural, and technical challenges. It would be ideal if the IRS, and every government agency 
for that matter, were to release its publicly available data in easily used, “machine-readable” formats that can be 
readily analyzed using computers. The U.S. Government’s Digital Government Strategy, released in the spring of 
2012, has set machine-readability as a government–wide goal. But the reality is that it can take years for agencies 
to transition from their current ways of collecting and releasing data to more modern and useful methods. The 
transition requires new IT systems, new government forms, and new data standards, all of which must be funded 
by the federal budget.
In some similar situations, outside third parties have worked with government agencies to take on the job of 
making data accessible and computable. Take the example of state education data. Under the No Child Left Be-
hind Act, each state must release measures of educational quality for its public schools — but the states release the 
data in very different ways. Third parties have now begun work to make different states’ data comparable and give 
parents and state officials the tools they need to compare public education across the country. A private nonprofit 
called the Digital Quality Campaign has put together a consortium dedicated to creating more uniform metrics 
and reports, and a widely used website, GreatSchools.org, has found ways to make different states’ data compa-
rable so that parents can evaluate the quality of their local schools on a sound basis. 12
This report examines the pros and cons of both a centralized government approach and a third-party approach 
to improving Form 990 data. We also propose that initial work should assess how “opening up” 990 data will 
increase its value. This pilot work should create a platform with freely available and open 990 data, while also 
creating incentives for a wider community of users to produce innovations using such data. This demonstration 
project can help either justify innovation in IRS processes and information technology infrastructure or generate 
third-party efforts to work with existing IRS data to improve the data, or both.  
A Note on Assumptions
When we began work on this paper, we held several assumptions about the best ways to unlock the value of 
990 data, which turned out to be unsupported by the evidence we gathered. As we dug in, we realized that in 
this case like so many other data liberation projects, there are unexpected impediments to openness that must be 
surmounted. Our starting assumptions included the following:
1. Congress is the answer. It’s tempting to assume that a Congressional mandate is the only way to open up 
data about nonprofits. The right legislation would certainly help, but it’s not the sole solution. Other pos-
sibilities should be explored in tandem with legislative efforts.
2. All non-private government data should be open now. “Should” is the operative word here. In an ideal 
world, public government data would be open data. The Federal Digital Strategy has set that as a goal. 13 But 
in practice, the obstacles to achieving open government data are many, varied, and often significant.
3. Silly bureaucracies are the primary impediment. It would be easy to blame bureaucrats for the lack of more 
usable government data. In fact, the IRS, which is responsible for Form 990 data, has done a great deal to 
make Form 990 data available at considerable effort and cost. A combination of technical, policy, and legal 
issues that are not under the agency’s control have prevented more rapid progress.
4. Transparency is enough. Open, transparent data about the nonprofit sector are essential. But it will take 
many other efforts — by third parties, by government agencies, and by individual developers and entrepre-
neurs — to use the data to help improve nonprofits and make the sector more innovative.
5. A good report will catalyze the desired change. Of course, we hope that this report will attract attention to 
the importance of 990 data. But we recognize that it will take collaboration among many different interested 
parties to make data about nonprofits more available, usable, accurate, and impactful.
7The Forms 990: History and Current Versions
Highlights
•	 The Forms 990 are a family consisting of the Form 990, Form 990-PF, Form 990-EZ, and Form 990-N. 
Each has certain thresholds that establish which nonprofit types must file which form.
•	 The world of the Forms 990 has undergone two recent changes: a major redesign of the Form 990, and the 
requirement for small nonprofit organizations to file the electronic Form 990-N. 
•	 Any momentum for change within the agency must be consistent with IRS’s mission and budget constraints.
Information on nonprofits comes from multiple sources, but much of it supplements the information within 
the Forms 990. The Internal Revenue Service acts as the tax administrator for the federal government and has 
regulatory power over the nonprofit community. Among the responsibilities of the IRS  in overseeing nonprofits: 
reviewing applications for the dispensation of tax-exempt status and examining annually filed Forms 990. The 
Forms 990 require that a nonprofit disclose information about the organization and its transactions, including the 
nonprofit’s major service programs, its officer salaries, and its balance sheet. According to the Internal Revenue 
Manual (the “IRM”), the primary objectives for examination of annually filed Forms 990 is to determine if the 
organization is operating in a manner consistent with its exempt purpose,  14 if the forms are complete,  15 if the 
organization filed all forms and information required of it,  16 and if there are any outstanding taxes the orga-
nization must pay (non profits sometimes have associated for-profit activities that are taxable, for example).  17 
Violations may result in enforcement ranging from excise taxes to a revocation of tax-exempt status. Some have 
argued that the information provided within the Forms 990 exceeds that which the IRS needs to conduct its tasks, 
however, and is meant instead for use by the public.
The family of the Forms 990 includes: the Form 990, which may be used by any nonprofit except private foun-
dations; Form 990-PF, for private foundations specifically; Form 990-EZ, for medium-sized organizations; and 
Form 990-N, the newest form, which small organizations file electronically. The rules for determining what type 
of organization must file each form normally depend both on how much the organization earns in revenue and on 
organization type. Each form varies in length and information requested. (For more details on each, see Appendix 
2: The Federal Forms)
The 990 series presents a unique set of challenges for the IRS. In contrast to other filings the agency processes, 
the IRS collects few if any payments from Form 990 filers. The IRS does charge an initial fee when an organiza-
tion files for tax-exempt status through Form 1023. The organization is required to pay a $400 fee if it has gross 
receipts of less than $10,000 a year over a four-year period, and an $850 fee if it has gross receipts greater than 
$10,000 a year over a four year period.  18
The IRS has not imposed any fees on organizations that submit Forms 990, even though there has been an 
increase in the number of nonprofits that file annual returns. In a statement before the House Committee on 
Ways and Means in 2005, David M. Walker, Comptroller General of the U.S. Government Accountability Office, 
recognized that IRS caseload had increased and recommended “a full re-examination of the tax-exempt sector in 
light of the challenges facing the nation in the 21st century.”  19
The kinds of disclosures required in the Forms 990 have changed over the years. The types of questions asked 
of nonprofits and types of data collected have increased significantly since the first iteration of the Form 990. 
The most recent substantive changes to the Form 990 occurred in 2008,  20 but the Form 990 has a much longer 
history that reaches back to the Revenue Act of 1943. The Revenue Act created the requirement for nonprofits to 
file annual returns.  21 Originally, filings contained considerably less information than they do now. Among the 
disclosures were gross income, receipts, and disbursements.  22 The legislation exempted certain organizations from 
filing returns at all. This ended with the first revision of the Form 990.  23
As the nonprofit community grew, Congress was called on to regulate transactions conducted by nonprofits 
that were arguably outside the mandate of the nonprofit’s original mission. These transactions, such as owning 
8department stores or selling real estate, were determined to be “unrelated business income.” 24  Unrelated business 
income is now reported on  Form 990-T. Under the Revenue Act of 1950, Congress legislated that any unrelated 
business income earned by nonprofits would be taxed as well. Granting an exemption for a stream of business that 
would compete with for-profit business would create an “unfair competitive advantage.” 25 Foundations would not 
be covered by legislation until a number of years later, after it was determined that a few were engaged in miscon-
duct. 26 The U.S. Treasury Department created a report that outlined a number of legislative strategies, but some 
in Congress argued that the suggested action was not strong enough.27 The Tax Reform Act of 1969 provided a 
statutory definition for private foundations, and made them a distinct nonprofit category. 28
The Pension Protection Act of 2006 (PPA), while not directly about the nonprofit community, brought about a 
number of changes to the sector. The PPA required organizations that earned $25,000 or less in income to file an 
electronic annual notice, thus creating the need for the Form 990-N.29 In testimony before the House Committee 
on Ways and Means, George K. Yin, Chief of Staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation, recommended a proposal 
that would “require small charitable organizations to file short annual returns,” because larger returns would be 
overly burdensome to small nonprofits. 30 The PPA also added a number of new nonprofit types to the Internal 
Revenue Code (IRC) 31 and created a new enforcement tool that would allow for the revocation of tax-exempt 
status for any organization that failed to file a return for three consecutive years.  32 Prior to this, nonprofits that 
failed to file their returns could only be penalized for failure to file a return. 33
After the enactment of the PPA, Senate Finance Committee member Charles Grassley stated, “Both the House 
and Senate tax writing committees have expressed interest in the scope of charity and whether §501(c)(3) organi-
zations are providing a sufficient public benefit by conducting charitable programs commensurate in scope with 
their resources.”34 This sentiment is reflected as Congress continues to debate such matters, including at recent 
hearings on regulatory issues and reporting structures of public charities conducted by the Oversight Subcommit-
tee of the House Ways and Means Committee. 35
In 2008, the Form 990 underwent its first major redesign since 1979. 36 This change was partly motivated by 
“the increasing size, diversity, and complexity of the exempt sector,” and changes were designed to reflect the need 
for “enhancing transparency, promoting tax compliance, and minimizing the burden on the filing organization.” 37 
The IRS released a draft of the new Form 990 for comment and received over 700 responses. After taking these 
responses into account, the IRS released a second draft and received an additional 120 comments. 38 This led to 
the final iteration of the Form 990, which is the one that is currently used. This revised Form 990 adjusted how 
compensation for officers was reported; added specific governance questions, such as whether there is a policy in 
place for potential conflicts of interest; made new financial information requests; and made numerous other sig-
nificant changes to reporting (e.g., foreign activity reporting, noncash contributions, balance sheet detail, hospital 
reporting, tax-exempt bond reporting, and related organization reporting). 
The most recent version of the Form 990 also includes questions on foreign investments for organizations with 
investments valued at $100,000 or more. This is a change from previous iterations that only requested foreign 
investment information if the organization had revenues or expenses attributable to foreign investments that were 
greater than $10,000. Other changes include adjustments to the balance sheet portion and activities involving 
joint ventures. 
What Is Open Gov Data?
Highlights
•	 Information must be free from legal and technical restrictions to be most useful.
•	 Opening data means making information downloadable in bulk and in machine-readable formats for anyone 
to use free of charge.
9What some in the blogosphere call “data hugging disorder” 39 — the tendency for governmental officials, com-
panies, and researchers to hoard data as “mine” and refuse to make it publicly available is giving way slowly to an 
understanding of the value of open data. Progress toward making federal data open has been a goal of the “Open 
Government Initiative.”  President Obama signed the 2009 Memorandum on Transparency and Open Government 
on his very first day in office, declaring that “information maintained by the Federal Government to be a national 
asset” and calling for disclosure of government “information rapidly in forms that the public can readily find and use.” 40
All of the Open Government Data You’re Already Using
Government data are best used when you don’t even realize you’re using them. Researchers and analysts 
have long taken advantage of government data, but entrepreneurs have also successfully used these data to 
add value and create business models that take advantage of these public resources. Below are some examples 
of government data that are used by entrepreneurs.  
Weather Data: the National Ocean and Atmospheric Administration freely and publicly provides weather 
and forecast data online. This includes local climatological data, which not only power weather apps, but 
provide the backbone for such services as the Weather Channel. 
Global Positioning System Data: the GPS data we use to get from work to home were made available for 
civilian use by President Ronald Reagan, who saw the impact these data could provide as a public good.
Restaurant Health Code Violations: local data apps combine city health code violation feeds with Four-
square or other mapping services to help citizens find the rating of a restaurant before they sit down to eat. 
Public Transit Information: cities have unlocked the data on when public transit runs and to where, mak-
ing bus and subways easier to catch than ever before. 
Your Health Records: through an effort run by the Department of Veterans Affairs and Department of 
Health and Human Services, citizens can now download their own personal health data. This takes these data 
out of the hands of our doctors and gives them to its owners, making it easier than ever before to provide 
data to new or emergency health care providers.
Figure 2 – Examples of Open Government Data
Since then, 172 federal agencies have contributed to Data.Gov, the national data portal of the United States.  In addi-
tion, 34 states, 15 U.S. cities, and 30 foreign countries 41 have launched “data dot gov” websites to make public informa-
tion freely accessible, searchable, and downloadable. Through these websites, the public can access government data 
without intellectual property restrictions 42 and in formats they can use to analyze, visualize, and mash up datasets.  
There is no formal or agreed upon definition of open government data.  As the Open Knowledge Foundation 
defines it, “A piece of content or data is open if anyone is free to use, reuse, and redistribute it — subject only, at 
most, to the requirement to attribute and/or share-alike.” For open data provided by government,  the defining 
characteristics fall into two general buckets: legal and technical.
Open Government Data Requirements
Legal Technical
Accessible No intellectual property or other restric-
tions on use
No paywall or encryption
Computable Standardized, non-proprietary 
formats and bulk downloads
Figure 3 – Open Government Data Requirements
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Legally, governments and data owners must not use copyright, patent, contract, or other law to prohibit access 
to or reuse of open government data. Public sector datasets are also usually presumed to be free on the grounds 
that the taxpayer has already paid to collect them. 43  Similarly, open government data should not be subject to 
technical restrictions, such as allowing access only to those who have specific permission to use it.
Overall, the data have to be reusable in any way that the user decides. This means the data must be: 1) published 
in a standard format; 2) published without proprietary conditions; and 3) available online as a bulk download rather 
than only through single-entry lookup. When data appear in standard formats, like the one used by Excel and other 
spreadsheets known as “comma separated values” (.csv), then most statistical or graphical tools can easily ingest and 
read the data. Neither paper forms nor digital image files are technically usable for the purpose of doing aggregate 
analytics until the data are extracted into computable formats. In addition, data in certain proprietary formats cannot 
be understood or processed without purchasing special software or hardware.  If, for example, a Microsoft package 
is required that doesn’t work on a Linux or Mac operating system, the release does not meet the criteria for open 
government data.  Finally, without the ability to bulk download the files in a dataset, a third party would have to 
manually input one data element at a time to analyze the data — a completely impractical approach.
The diagram below shows how several different kinds of government data fit on a spectrum the authors describe 
as running from “inert data” to “adaptable data.” Most of the examples they give of “adaptable data” — those 
above the horizontal line — fit the description of open government data.  
Figure 4 – Open Data Framework




•	 Nonprofit tax returns can help bring transparency to the nonprofit sector because their contents go far 
beyond basic finances. They also detail the mission, activities, and organizational and governance structure of 
each nonprofit.
•	 While 990 data may be the best starting point for understanding the nonprofit sector, the data quality can be 
improved.  Working with the data in an easily usable form will tell us where improvements are needed and 
could drive an interest in better data collection and quality control.  
With a few exceptions for certain kinds of tax-exempt institutions such as churches,  44 nonprofit organiza-
tions in the United States are required to file one of the IRS 990 tax forms. 45 In fact, they automatically lose their 
exempt status if they fail to file at least once every three years. (For more detail about the requirements, questions, 
versions, and history associated with the Form 990, see both Appendix 2: The Federal Forms.
 
Filing Requirements Types of Entities That File Alternatives for Filers
Form 990 Required for organizations 
with gross receipts equal to 
or greater than $200,000 
or total assets equal to or 
greater than $500,000, 
and certain other types of 
organizations.
Most exempt organiza-
tions other than a private 
foundation or tax-exempt 
charitable trust may file a 
Form 990.
Organizations that fall un-
der the Form 990 require-
ments have no alternative. 
However, Form 990-N and 
Form 990-EZ filers may 
file the long Form 990. 
Form 990-PF Must be a “private foun-
dation” or non-exempt 
charitable trust.
Only private foundations 
and non-exempt chari-
table trusts may file.
Private foundations and 
non-exempt charitable 
trusts may only file the 
Form 990-PF.
Form 990-EZ Generally required for 
organizations with gross re-
ceipts of $50,000 or more 
who are not required to file 
the Form 990 itself. 
Medium-sized nonprofits. Nonprofits that fit the 
990-EZ requirements may 
choose to file the Form 
990 instead.
Form 990-N Only organizations with 
gross receipts of $50,000 
or less.
Small nonprofits. Nonprofits that fit the 
990-N requirements may 
choose to file the Form 
990 or 990-EZ instead.
Figure 5 – What Entities File the Form 990? 
The long version contains twelve pages of questions whose answers fill about 1,000 fields with check marks, 
numbers, or text.  These questions cover much more than just income and expenditures. Because the IRS relies on 
the Form 990 not only to check on taxes owed, but also to verify that the filer is operating in a manner consistent 
with tax-exempt status, the form was significantly revised in the 2008 tax year to ask nonprofits to describe their 
missions, their organizational and governance structures, and the services they provide in more standardized way. 
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The new form increased the number of standardized attachments for certain filers and included new questions on 
government, management, and disclosure.
The 990 reveals more about a nonprofit’s operations than comparable tax forms do about individuals or private 
companies.  As IRS instructions for Form 990 explain, “Some members of the public rely on Form 990 or Form 
990-EZ as their primary or sole source of information about a particular organization.  How the public perceives 
an organization in such cases can be determined by information presented on its return.  Therefore, the return 
must be complete, accurate, and fully describe the organization’s programs and accomplishments.”  46
Although we usually speak of the Form 990 generically, there are several different forms within the 990 series 
of returns. Some can be filed either electronically or on paper while others must be filed in one format or the 
other, resulting in a hodgepodge of formats and forms.  Organizations that file the Form 990 and file “at least 250 
returns in a calendar year, including income, excise, employment tax and information returns,”  47 and have $10 
million or more in assets are required to file electronically (private foundations with at least 250 returns must file 
electronically regardless of asset size).  48 Private foundations file the Form 990-PF, which includes a list of grants 
made during the year.  Nonprofits with gross receipts of more than $50,000 must either file the Form 990 or the 
990-EZ, depending on their levels of revenues and assets; those with receipts of less than $50,000 must file either 
the complete 990, 990-EZ, or a new electronic 990-N, also known as the “e-Postcard.” Nonprofits with unrelated 
business income file a 990-T as well to report and pay tax on unrelated business income. 
The core Form 990 requests information on the following:
1. Basic facts about the filer
2. What kind of programs does the filer run and how much does it spend on them?
3. Who are the filer’s board members and how does the filer govern itself? 
4. Did the filer change in any significant way during the year?
5. How much income did the filer receive and from what sources?
6. What did the filer spend its money on?
7. How much do top earners get paid and salary information
8. Did the filer engage in any insider or excess benefit transactions during the year?
9. Basis for public charity status (if a charity) 
10. Does the filer lobby or exercise the 501(h) election? 49
The Life of the 990
Highlights
•	 As with many government datasets, there are legal (including statutory) technical, and cultural impediments 
to openness baked into the process of collecting, processing, and publishing 990 data.
•	 While e-filing is an option, it is underutilized in collecting 990 data.
•	 Models for electronic filing from other agencies, such as the SEC, have not been adopted for the Forms 990.
•	 The IRS is contemplating an initial release of 990 Master File data in ASCII preceded by a project to assess 
the quality of the data. That undertaking remains a research project. IRS staff in the Statistics of Income 
(SOI) division are analyzing 990 data. The outcome of the project is yet to be determined.
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In order to understand both why 990 data aren’t truly open and how they can be made more so in the future, 
it is important to understand the path the 990 follows from preparer (or authorized representative) to the public. 
These steps include data submission, intake, review, and release.  At each stage in the process, there are impedi-
ments to openness built into the process. 
Barriers to Efficient and Timely Filing
In order to maintain their federal tax-exempt status, nonprofits are required to prepare and file one of the Forms 
990 each year. They must file by May 15 if their fiscal year coincides with the calendar year, but may file up to 
two extensions, which pushes the deadline back to August 15 and November 15, respectively. Many organizations 
take advantage of the extensions, thereby delaying the public availability of their filings.  The desire for additional 
time creates an incentive for paper filing, since mailing an incomplete paper form allows an organization to claim 
timely compliance. The IRS informs the organization of the missing information and will go back and forth with 
the filer until the form is complete. When submitting an electronic form, the nonprofit is notified immediately if 
the form has missing or inconsistent information, and the nonprofit is not able to file until the form is rendered 
acceptable.  So electronic filing requires the nonprofit to have all the information at the time of filing, unlike the 
paper filing method.
Thus, e-filing cuts down on gross errors since electronically submitted forms are machine-checked for complete-
ness and consistency before being accepted.  Nonetheless, the IRS does not have the regulatory authority to re-
quire universal e-filing without some action by Congress.  50 Only the largest and smallest nonprofits are required 
to file electronically. Most nonprofits have the option to file electronically or on paper, and the vast majority prefer 
the latter. The section on “The Prospects for E-Filing,” later, discusses these issues in more detail.
Even when a form is e-filed, it is not processed in a way that makes full use of the structured data it contains.  
The IRS eventually converts each return from an XML (Extensible Markup Language) extract to an image file.  
Thereafter, the return is processed just as if it had been scanned from paper  51 to ensure equitable treatment of the 
two classes of filers.  As long as e-filing is optional rather than mandatory, the agency is likely to remain dedicated 
to treating paper and electronic filers identically so as to eliminate any perceived inequity between the two types 
of filers.  Bob Ottenhoff, former President and CEO of GuideStar, doesn’t think this will change: “This is an 
equity issue for [the IRS] and it’s a public policy issue. They’ve got a lot of rules on what they’ll do. It’s great when 
applied to what they’ll do to the individual tax returns, but it complicates the world in the nonprofit information 
sector.”  52
Paper and Electronic: Two Paths, Two Processes
Paper and electronically filed 990 forms are initially processed through two different paths by two different divi-
sions of the IRS. 
Paper forms go through a complex process overseen by the Tax Exempt and Governmental Entities (TEGE) 
division diagrammed below. First, the Forms 990 are sorted out from other tax forms at the IRS processing center 
in Ogden, Utah. Any money included with the forms is removed and deposited. The forms are then batched, 
put through a tracking system, and sent to the imaging department for scanning and conversion into image files. 
Forms 990, 990-PF, and 990-EZ that are filed on paper and then batched and imaged by the IRS are stored in a 
database hosted by IRS Research Analysis and Statistics (RAS).  The internal-use-only (un-redacted) images are 
used in research and certain data processing.  External-use images undergo a redaction process before they are 
made available to the public.
Data from paper returns — not images — are manually transcribed as a part of IRS processing.  Data from 
paper returns are not part of the Modernized e-file System (MeF).  
The scanned images are used both for research within the IRS and for external publication to comply with 
statutory transparency requirements. The IRS Research and Statistics (RAS) database includes images of the forms 
as they were received. The RAS office in IRS maintains a database of imaged paper returns.  Forms 990, 990-PF, 
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and 990-EZ that are filed on paper are imaged by the IRS. The images are stored in a database hosted by the IRS 
RAS office.  The internal-use-only (un-redacted) images are used for data analysis, research, and the development 
of datasets made available to the public on www.IRS.gov under TaxStats.  External-use images undergo a redac-
tion process before they are made available to the public. Data from paper returns—not images—are manually 
transcribed.  
As Figure 6 shows, electronically filed returns begin on a different path but end up going through the same 
process as paper files. Forms 990, 990-PF and 990-EZ that are filed electronically are subject to certain checks 
for “completeness” when they are received by the IRS.  These returns are immediately reviewed for obvious errors 
and are not considered as filed until corrected. Once they have passed that step, XML data from these returns are 
extracted and used to populate the MeF database.  The XML data are also used to create facsimile images of the 
returns for the same internal and external uses as paper filings.  SOI staff use data from the Returns Transaction 
File (both paper and electronic filings) to select, on a weekly basic, the stratified sample for the 990-series studies.
The sample data, whether electronically filed or filed on paper, are still converted into PDF format which re-
quires the use of Adobe Acrobat but which allows IRS officials to view the data in their systems. At the same time, 
the data from e-filed returns are put into the scanning process to create image files that can be made public just as 
images from paper returns are, thus converting machine-readable XML data into non-computable images.
Currently, image files of nonprofit returns provide the only source of exhaustive data on the corpus of Forms 
990 filers. Efforts have been made to provide certain data points from the Forms 990 to the public. Research staff 
in the IRS Statistics of Income division are undertaking a research project to study release of Master File data 
on nonprofits to the public in a downloadable database form, using the basic computer language ASCII. (Even 
though electronic returns are filed in XML, a more sophisticated computer language; it appears that they will be 
converted into ASCII for the public.)  At this time, the project remains a pure research effort.  Future decisions 
about those data are yet to be made and will depend on the outcome of the project.  The file they are examining 
is a very large extract with upwards of 500,000 returns across three form types: 990s, 990EZs, and 990PFs from 
2011. The data being researched will include 400 fields from those returns.
Since the IRS does not necessarily review all data in the Master File for accuracy, there is some concern about 
making data from the Master file more broadly accessible. Hence before releasing the data publicly, the IRS plans 
in Spring 2013 to compare the Master File extract against a carefully vetted and corrected sample from the Statis-
tics of Income division in order to assess data quality prior to wider dissemination.
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Figure 6 – Source: IRS Exempt Organizations Division
The Publication Process: Transparent, But Not Truly Open
By law, 990 returns must be made available to the public.  According to the Internal Revenue Code 6104(d), 
an organization must provide copies of its three most recent Forms 990 to anyone who requests them, whether 
in person, by mail, fax, or e-mail. Additionally, requests for a specific return may be made to the IRS using Form 
4506-A. 
The IRS publishes all the Form 990 scans as TIFF 53 image files on DVDs (after redacting each Schedule B to 
protect the names of individual donors).  54 Because many nonprofits file extensions, the IRS always has tens of 
thousands of returns to process and publish each month. Sometimes over 100,000 filings are released at once, 
filling more than 20 DVDs. It is worth noting that TIFF format (unlike a PDF) treats each page as its own file, 
meaning a 30 page document is 30 separate TIFF files, leading to voluminous numbers of files on each DVD.
These DVDs contain image files that can be read by humans but not processed by computers. PDF files would, 
at least, be capable of being indexed and searched by Google in a way that image files without accompanying 
metadata cannot be. The key point, though, is that the IRS does not distribute the entirety of the Form 990 as 
truly open data — that is, as a downloadable data set covering every variable within the Form 990 that can be 
used to create new visualizations or to perform analyses.  Data are made available in other ways and as a part of 
sample releases. 
For example, a sample of 990 information that includes the weights necessary for expansion of the sample to 
population-level aggregates, allowing valid estimates of the population of returns, is available to the public in 
machine-readable form.  55 The 990-series sample employs a “stratified random sampling” technique.  In other 
words, for sampling purposes, the 990-series populations are classified into like groups (or “strata”)—in this case, 
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based on the amount of assets.  The likelihood of a 990 return in the full population being selected for the annual 
sample is determined by its stratum.  For the sample, the largest organizations — nonprofit entities with assets 
over $50 million and private foundations with assets over $10 million — are selected at a rate of 100%.  Lower 
asset-based strata are sampled at lower rates.  As a result, most of the largest organizations are in the sample year 
after year.
This sample prepared by the Statistics of Income Division is designed to capture the financial activity of the 
nonprofit sector with the highest feasible level of precision.  One primary purpose of the resulting datasets is re-
search and estimation work undertaken at the IRS, the Department of Treasury, and the Congress.  Those datasets 
are also made available to the public in machine-readable form.  Research work is undertaken in the private sector 
using those datasets.
But these releases are both not widely known about and fall short of covering the entirety of either the form or the 
corpus of 990 filers. This is more than a technical difference; it makes a huge difference in the usability of the data.
To illustrate the difference between digitized image files and open data, imagine that you are trying to fill an im-
portant position in your organization.  Instead of having candidates’ files only on paper, you may find it helpful to 
store their resumes on a computer for easier retrieval and more secure storage.  But think how much more useful 
it would be if, in addition to PDFs of resumes, the information you care most about — including the candidates’ 
names, degrees, grade point averages, years of experience, and other attributes — was compiled into a spreadsheet, 
too.  With a spreadsheet, you could then sort, search, share, calculate statistics, and perform other computations 
to help identify the perfect candidate. 
Several government agencies have gone to considerable lengths to transform their image files into truly open 
data. For example, the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) recently released the images of 
the original handwritten records of the 1940 Census labeled by address and began to turn those records into us-
able data.  In order to compile a dataset suitable for searching and studying the information locked within these 
forms, NARA has entered into agreements with for-profit organizations both to extract the information from the 
handwritten records and, after three years of their exclusive use, to make the extracted data available as a free and 
public resource. As a public good, these data provide additional continuity to the historical data provided by the 
Census. These data will allow researchers to use the Census more robustly when analyzing historical data sources.  
Similarly, the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) entered into an agreement with Google 
to extract raw data from millions of digital image files of patent applications that were previously viewable only 
one at a time.  In contrast to the National Archives deal, Google immediately made the data searchable in a new 
search engine (google.com/patents) and also freely downloadable as a computable and shared public dataset. 
Finally, the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) has overhauled its data collection practices to provide 
open data. The SEC used to accept filings in any electronic format and then make them available to the public 
one at a time upon request. But machines could not easily identify or extract the data they contained.  Some 
private companies made a business of manually retyping the information locked within these individual files so 
they could sell the resulting dataset.  In addition to other customers, the SEC itself purchased its own data back in 
structured, bulk, and computable form. The Commission thus used public funds to pay for this public data twice: 
First to collect it, then to buy it in a form that they and others could use. By 2009, the inefficiency of this practice 
drove the SEC to begin requiring that filings be submitted in XBRL, which stands for eXtensible Business Report-
ing Language.  Because XBRL is a standard, open, and globally accepted format, computers can easily ingest SEC 
filings for reuse.  
Making 990 data computable requires either changing how the data are collected a priori, as the SEC did 
by switching to an XBRL filing requirement, or extracting and converting the data from the image files into a 
re-usable form as the USPTO did. Compiling such a dataset ex post requires either retyping the entries by hand 
from each form, or scanning the forms through an “optical character recognition” (OCR) system, which converts 
the digital images into machine-readable data.  Currently, the IRS purchases back data from GuideStar that is 
extracted ex post from the TIFF files that the IRS releases.  56 To be effective, OCR often requires a custom-built 
algorithm to convert the file.  
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These methods are not completely foolproof in any case, and each requires extensive checking to en-
sure accuracy.  To make matters worse, the optical character recognition system now used by the IRS was 
designed for an old version of the Form 990, and was not updated when the form was changed in 2008.  A 
relatively modest investment in new OCR software could have a significant impact on the usability of Form 
990 data fairly quickly.
Open Data Case Study: The United States Patent and Trademark Office:
What One Agency Did with Image Files and No Budget
Each year inventors file upwards of 400,000 patent applications with the United States Patent and Trademark 
Office, which only recently brought down its backlog of waiting applications from a million to half a million. 
By law, the USPTO publishes patent applications eighteen months after filing. Those applications describe 
some of the most path breaking (and some of the most frivolous) advances in modern science ranging from life 
enhancing drugs like Lipitor to the application for the method of exercising a cat with a laser pointer. 
Analyzing these applications could yield tremendous insight about the state of innovation in our economy. 
Researchers could assess the scope and quality of patent claims using the latest statistical and natural language 
processing techniques. Inventors could quickly learn whether an idea like theirs had already been patented, and 
might be inspired to develop more innovative products. And investors could mash up the data with SEC filings 
to get better insight into which companies are most innovative and best run.
Until 2009, economists, journalists, inventors, and investors could only look up one patent at a time on the 
USPTO website. Each patent application was stored as an image file rather than as part of a searchable database. 
The servers at the USPTO were so old and overburdened by the work of managing millions of pages of docu-
ments and attachments that the office has to throttle access to prevent the agency from crashing altogether. In 
2010, to make the data usable and accessible, including for itself, the USPTO put out an RFP for a no-cost 
contract to extract the data from the image files and make it searchable and downloadable. 
Google took on the challenge. The company’s executives decided that the benefit of creating a more transpar-
ent and data-driven patent system would justify the laborious process of extracting the data from image files. 
Over the course of the year, they used optical character recognition technology combined with manual retyping 
of data to make the entire historical corpus of patent data available.  Whereas Google had launched a rudimen-
tary patent search engine as early as 2006, the USPTO release of the corpus of patent data transformed a partial 
into a comprehensive and reliable resource.
This private sector search engine is so fast and accurate that it has supplanted most uses of the USPTO search 
tools, alleviating the burden on the agency and providing better data to the public at the same time. Google also 
makes the data downloadable and reports that  between 1-15 terabytes of patent data are downloaded each day. One 
terabyte is equal to sixty stacks of typed paper as tall as the Eiffel tower. Presumably people are downloading patent 
data to start patent-based businesses, do research to inform their own R&D, and research the state of innovation.
Figure 7 – USPTO Case Study
Who Uses the 990s Now?
Highlights
•	 A handful of organizations go to the trouble and expense of extracting 990 data on their own, including the 
IRS Statistics of Income Division.
•	 Third parties cover the cost of these efforts through a combination of foundation funding and cost recovery 
through fees paid by researchers, media, businesses, and others.
•	 The resulting data are neither open nor free to the public, and thus not readily available to a wider commu-
nity to develop innovations.
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Publicly available data are not always available for free. Members of the public must pay thousands of dollars for 
DVDs that contain the Forms 990 filed with the IRS. But these same DVDs are available free of charge to some 
third parties that may help make at least some of the data available to the public. For example, the media and 
other government agencies can order the DVDs at no cost. (For more details about who uses 990 data after their 
release by the IRS, see Appendix 3: Current Sources of Form 990 Data.)
A number of entities that have a longstanding relationship with the IRS, including GuideStar and the Founda-
tion Center, obtain DVDs regularly from the IRS. 57 GuideStar has approximately 5 million Form 990’s. The 
company goes to great lengths and expense to extract data from image files. Though rare, some Form 990’s can 
run over a thousand pages. The extracted data are so valuable that GuideStar sells it back to the IRS for its own 
research for half a million dollars annually. 58 The Foundation Center offers its own classification scheme and 
special services, including a database of grant information from over 100,000 private foundations drawn on data 
from the 990s.  For an average shipment of Form 990s, the Foundation Center requires approximately two weeks 
to convert and post files in PDF format. 59
The National Center for Charitable Statistics (NCCS) at the Urban Institute runs checks on what the IRS 
maintains in its raw Return Transaction File (RTF) database by cross checking the cleaned Statistics of Income 
Division data sample against the published DVDs. It fixes the inconsistencies where it can, adds some standard 
classification codes, and posts the results on its website.  All this cleaning, verifying, and supplementing typically 
starts at the end of January when the RTF file is released and takes at least three months.  Some statistics com-
puted from the resulting “core” database are available for free.  Both GuideStar and NCCS also charge fees, often 
at negotiable rates, for bulk downloads, for special analyses, or for rekeying data fields of special interest that are 
not among the core variables.  
Many other websites and institutions also work with 990 data and other information about the nonprofit sec-
tor, some of whom make this information searchable to the public. These include GiveSmart, Charity Navigator, 
Givewell, Charity Blossom, the Johns Hopkins Center for Civil Society Studies, the Center on Philanthropy at 
Indiana University, the Center for Effective Philanthropy, Grantmakers for Effective Organizations, the National 
Center for Family Philanthropy, the Philanthropic Initiative, and the Philanthropy Roundtable. (For more on the 
major organizations working with Form 990 data, see Appendix 3.)
Much of the funding for compiling, cleaning, and assembling these data platforms comes through grants from 
large foundations. The Foundation Center raises and spends approximately $600,000 annually for extracting 
data from scanned images. The NCCS spends $40,000 to key the data from the scanned files and an additional 
$40,000 to $60,000 to manage the collection process and verify the Return Transaction File.  GuideStar spends 
about $1,000,000 annually in extraction costs. To be comprehensive, this involves manually typing in those 990 
forms that are paper-filed, including some that are hand written. And even with these expenditures, these organi-
zations extract only a portion of the data from each Form 990 and do not extract data from all filers.
For the past twenty-five years, the IRS itself has also collected microdata from a sample of Forms 990, 990-PF, 
and 990-EZ filed.  The work is done in the Statistics of Income Division.  Data from the returns in the sample are 
subject to extensive testing, research, and re-allocation.  Currently, over 5,000 data fields from a sample of 25,000 
nonprofit organizations are included in those microdata files.  The microdata files, which include several thousand 
data fields from Forms 990 and 990-PF, comprise the population of the largest nonprofit charities (about 7,500) 
and the largest private foundations (about 6,000). These machine-readable files are made available to the public, 
at no cost, on www.IRS.gov, under TaxStats.  In addition to downloading the complete microdata files, TaxStats 
users can access the SOI Bulletin and annual and time-series tables based on the Form 990-series sample through 
the web pages. 60
As previously mentioned, the IRS does collect some data in an electronic format using the Modernized e-File sys-
tem (MeF). If the IRS made the e-filed data available in open form, the Urban Institute estimates that it would save 
$350,000 in the cost of data conversion and $250,000 in savings from a reduced need to conduct quality assurance 
checks. These data represent only those organizations that currently file electronically, either voluntarily or as required 
by law. However, if every filer was required to file electronically and their information was made available in comput-
able form, then it is estimated that the private sector and IRS would save approximately $7.4 million dollars total. 61
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Current practices for making 990 data available have clearly not kept pace with technology. The status quo 
works well enough when the IRS is asked to supply Forms 990 one at a time, but is not organized to provide 
computable, comprehensive, and freely accessible bulk datasets. There is a widely recognized need to modernize 
the process by improving the form in which government 990 data are delivered, by making it easier for third par-
ties to convert 990 data into usable forms, or both. In fact, nearly everyone we consulted is expecting 990 data to 
become open and computable eventually, and they are formulating both business and public service plans on that 
basis.  
Why Liberate 990 Data?
Highlights
•	 This section illustrates the potentially transformative impact of open 990 data through a series of examples, 
also known as “use cases.”
•	 In weighing the costs of data liberation, it is important to identify the likely users of the data and those who 
will benefit from data re-use.
Open data about nonprofits could benefit a variety of people and groups. A larger group of researchers, technol-
ogists, academics, and others could use 990 data to deepen their knowledge of the nonprofit sector. Donors could 
get better information about how closely an organization’s actions fulfill its main objective. Nonprofits could learn 
how other nonprofits are run, information they can use to improve their management practices. Job seekers and 
for-profits that provide services to nonprofits would also benefit.
Comparative data about nonprofits’ operations and impact would be especially valuable to support public and 
private policy decisions.  62 A computable database built from Forms 990s could not only yield insight about 
nonprofits’ missions, grants, capabilities, and governance, but also provide a framework for organizing and com-
paring supplementary information not collected by the IRS. All this would make thinking about nonprofit capital 
markets more natural and more efficient.  
While large databases about nonprofits are now available from GuideStar, the Foundation Center, NCCS, and 
other sources, these institutions need to charge for access to their databases and limit their use in order to recover 
the costs of converting government data into something more usable. 
And because these organizations are forced to work with IRS data in an inefficient form, their databases are not 
as current, accurate, or high-quality as they could ideally be.  63 The examples below show what will become pos-
sible if and when 990 data are widely available as open data.
Illustrative Uses for Open 990 Data
Here are a dozen “use cases” that illustrate in more detail what might be done with access to computable 
data from Forms 990s (often in combination with other data).  While some of these goals can be accom-
plished now, more readily available, free, and current open data could make the same work less cumbersome, 
costly, and clunky.  Such a dataset, together with suitable input and output standards through API’s (applica-
tion programming interfaces), would bring much more liquidity, agility, connectivity, and interoperability to 
information and to calculations concerning the nonprofit sector.  Based on what has happened following the 
liberation of other government data, there are probably many more uses that no one can imagine until the 
information is in hand—including, in particular, new and rewarding ways of earning money for those who 
know the sector well. 
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Locate expertise and resources.
Imagine walking down the street, seeing some homeless people, and using your Smartphone to map out which 
nonprofits sponsor shelters in this particular neighborhood so you can volunteer. The website Catchafire offers 
a matching service to connect volunteers to nonprofits, but the organization has to solicit these opportunities 
manually now. With open nonprofit data, it could use 990s to connect volunteers in a community or online to 
an organization that matches their interests. Ditto disaster planning, which necessitates identifying sources of 
social services quickly. And with better 990 data, nonprofits could identify experts who have worked with similar 
organizations to consult and hire.   
Aggregate and compare programmatic expenditure trends.
If open, Form 990 data could also be linked to information in other datasets.  For example, the NCCS com-
bines Form 990 data with Census Bureau data in its Community Platform. It might be particularly useful to track 
how programs of a given type or in a given region respond to economic cycles.  Johns Hopkins University’s Center 
for Civil Society Studies does extensive work on tracking the economics of the nonprofit sector. With open data 
their economic analysis could be significantly improved or, at least, conducted with greater ease and efficiency.  64
Identify leaders and their connections.
In addition to graphing influence networks as groups, like the Center for Responsive Politics typically does, 
knowing who runs a nonprofit can also help detect fraud.  Hugh Jones, Supervising Deputy Attorney General at 
the Hawaii Office of Attorneys General, informed us that Attorneys General have occasionally found the same 
person collecting full time salaries from several different nonprofits. Such discoveries are now made by happen-
stance. With open data, they could be detected through computer analysis. 65 Similarly, Form 990 requires chari-
ties to disclose loans to or from current and former officers.  Transactions like these are illegal in some states, and 
could be discovered or monitored more easily if the data were readily available and searchable.
Aggregate and compare specific income trends.  
Knowing more about where certain streams of nonprofit revenue come from could help inform debates about 
changing the rules for charitable deductions, for example.  The USASpending dataset of national government 
expenditures is open and downloadable, and when mashed up with 990 data could provide revealing insights into 
whether a “smaller” government is really smaller or simply delegating spending to non-governmental organiza-
tions, for example. Code for America — an analog of Teach for America that sends young, tech-savvy innovators 
to work on local innovation in municipalities — would also be interested in 990 data to help them develop apps 
that showcase the nonprofits serving particular communities. 66 In other words, they want to use the data to build 
consumer-friendly tools for visualizing who delivers what service.
Promote transparency and trust.
The 990 should be public because public oversight is an important and integral part of our system, reported one 
official at the Department of Treasury. The whole of charitable deduction rests on the assumption that individual 
tax payers can make wise decisions about how to best address the charitable issues in their own communities.
Concerns raised about fundraising and functional expenditures by nonprofits, for example, cannot all be addressed 
by calculating simple ratios.  Enabling more sophisticated analysis could help distinguish good and bad outliers.  
The Navy Veteran’s Association scandal 67 demonstrated how hard it could be to detect false claims without an 
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aggregate database that can cross-check 990 filings in different states.  In that scandal, a con artist set up a fake 
Navy Veterans’ charity and collected millions of dollars before he was caught. A database that allows for cross-
checking Forms 990 filings across various states would allow regulators to more easily track and investigate organi-
zations that may falsify information on their activities or officers. 
Assess financial soundness.
Policy makers may want to know how well different parts of the nonprofit sector are doing, and donors may 
want to know how well different potential recipients are doing relative to comparable parts of the nonprofit sector. 
With enough data, models can be devised and tested to predict insolvency, which is how GuideStar approached a 
recent “Data Dive” aimed at creating tools for the sector. 68 Givewell, a charity evaluator that helps donors assess 
charities for their financial soundness, would be dramatically aided by bulk data downloads.
Track and compare labor statistics.
The demand for basic information about nonprofit salaries is strong enough to support commercial suppli-
ers who compile and sell it. 69 With some states proposing legislation to regulate such salaries, access to accurate 
analysis and statistics can only become even more important. Employment within the nonprofit sector is another 
important macroeconomic variable that can be deduced by aggregating Form 990 data to use in conjunction 
with data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS).  The Johns Hopkins University Nonprofit Economic Data 
Project tracks changes in employment, wages and finances over time and in comparison to other industries using 
BLS data with 990 data that must now be manually and painstakingly processed. 70 (The Project is a collaboration 
between the Center for Civil Society Studies, State Employment Agencies and the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 
and State Nonprofit Associations.) Given the importance of the nonprofit sector to the country’s overall employ-
ment rates — estimates suggest that the nonprofit sector accounts for 10% of the workforce in the U.S. — more 
useful data about nonprofit employment is especially needed.
Check investment and program alignment.
Venture philanthropy is a growing trend in the nonprofit sector. A foundation dedicated to genetic research on 
a given disease might use better 990 data to search for potential partner foundations that invest in or hold biotech 
companies in their endowment portfolios.  Foundations such as the Michael J. Fox Foundation for Parkinson’s 
Research provide grants for firms thinking innovatively about medical research.  71 For such foundations, informa-
tion about the extent to which investments and portfolio holdings mirror mission statements could be presented 
in a more accessible manner for regulators and donors. 
Aid enforcement and regulation.
Steven T. Miller, deputy IRS Commissioner, testified before Congress that the agency was “somewhat under-
staffed” in overseeing nonprofits, especially ensuring that they pay taxes on unrelated business income. 72 Better, 
more usable data would make enforcement more efficient and effective. For example, checking the box on the 
Form 990 that asks whether loans have been made to directors or officers should constitute a “red flag” for the 
Attorney General in any state where that practice is prohibited.  Without ready access to specific information 
about suspicious activity like this, there is a tendency to regulate in broad and heavy-handed strokes based mainly 
on anecdotes.  With a Form 990 database, identifying potential fraud could be crowdsourced, giving the IRS 
and states’ Attorneys General “more eyes and ears.” As Hugh Jones put it: “Making 990 forms public enlarges the 
volunteer staff of the IRS.” 
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Going Electronic
For approximately fifteen years, New Mexico did not enforce its nonprofit state registration statutory scheme. 
Organizations were required to register at the state level, but enforcement was virtually non-existent. The state 
decided to go from a paper-based filing system to an electronic filing system to improve enforcement. Lawmak-
ers recognized that this change would require adjustment in filing practices and offered a year of amnesty regard-
ing late registration fees to assist with the transition. 
During the rollout, filing organizations experienced confusion and inconvenience. Elizabeth Korsmo, New 
Mexico’s assistant attorney general, was one of the point people for the rollout and fielded a number of queries 
and complaints from the nonprofit community. After receiving advice from attorneys general in Colorado and 
Hawaii, states with electronic filing systems, Ms. Korsmo enforced the electronic filing requirement with a 
near zero-tolerance policy. Exceptions were only made when there was some form of extreme hardship, usually 
related to a physical disability. Otherwise, nonprofit filers were expected to register electronically, even if they 
had to find a resource center, such as a library, to do so. Since then, fewer than ten organizations out of approxi-
mately 5,000 organizations were have been allowed to file by physical means. 
There has been some duplication between the New Mexico registration process and the filing of the Form 
990. This is an unfortunate necessity since much of the information locked in the Forms 990 is necessary for 
attorneys general. However, the result is that nonprofit data for the state has become highly searchable: board 
members and accountants can be searched for across organizations, and comparisons can be made between a 
nonprofit’s current mission statement and any prior mission statement placed on the forms. 
Figure 8 – New Mexico’s E-Filing Law
Monitor Lobbying .
Certain regulations restrict how much lobbying and political activity a nonprofit engages in, depending on 
the type of nonprofit.  The Citizens United 73 decision obviously has brought  political issues to the fore.  The 
Center for Responsive Politics (CRP) tracks money in U.S. politics and its effects on public policy.  CRP manu-
ally scrapes a relatively small number of 990s for politically active nonprofits to populate its OpenSecrets website, 
which tracks which organizations give to whom. “A public source for 990s data,” says Executive Director for the 
Center for Responsive Politics, Sheila Krumholz, “would be a godsend.” 74
Facilitate data “mashups.”
Data from totally different sources can often be combined to great effect.  Form 990 databases could be com-
bined with mapping data, for example, or with programmatic results data that could help nonprofits gauge their 
effectiveness in comparison to other similar organizations. Like the current initiatives to create a global system of 
“legal entity identifiers,” 75 an initiative specifically aimed at numbering nonprofits would enhance such capabili-
ties, as could state efforts to standardize their nonprofit registration procedures. An effort specifically for register-
ing nonprofits is being developed by a foundation-funded consortium under the name Basic Registry of Uniquely 
Identified Global Entities (BRIDGE).
“Very little is known about [nonprofit and endowment investments], but there is a great deal of excite-
ment on impact investing. It’s important to have a better understanding of where the $600 billion dollars 
nonprofits hold actually goes.”
-Lucy Bernholz, Visiting Scholar at the Center for Philanthropy and Civil Society at Stanford University
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 Facilitate academic and business research.
Establishing various baseline values and setting up longitudinal studies may now be especially important given the 
changes taking place both in and around the nonprofit sector.  Statistical frames for constructing representative 
survey samples, for example, depend on having comprehensive data about the nonprofit sector as a whole. More 
specifically, the Urban Institute could use computable 990 data to pursue its interest in understanding the mix 
of nonprofit institutions that exist in low-income neighborhoods; the relationships between the level and mix of 
neighborhood-level nonprofits; and conditions and trends in those neighborhoods.  In fact, the academic study 
of the nonprofits has become so important that Indiana University is building on the research experience of its 
Center on Philanthropy to launch the nation’s first School of Philanthropy. 
Mechanics of Creating an Open 990 Data Platform
Highlights
•	 Before developing any innovative applications with the data, 990s will either have to be collected in or con-
verted into open formats. Other data cleaning and redaction will also need to be performed.
•	 The cost of freeing data must be weighed in addition to other evaluative criteria for determining which strat-
egy to adopt.
Technical Issues
Creating an open, shared, usable 990 dataset for all will necessitate changing how the 990 data are collected; 
how they are published; or how they are handled ex post. Before addressing the process for creating and maintain-
ing such a platform, it is important to clarify what needs to happen technically to get from today’s world of image 
files to tomorrow’s open dataset.
All filers could be legally required to submit their forms electronically pursuant to legislative mandate. This 
would not only necessitate mustering the political will to enact the change. In addition, the IRS would need to 
reengineer the systems it uses to manage the intake and processing of 990s, which were created in an earlier era 
before electronic filing was contemplated. The IRS could then set up structured forms so that the output would 
automatically be in an open format and no conversion would be required. 
Alternatively, if the forms continue to be filed on paper, the data must be converted into open formats from 
the existing image files. As image files, the data have limited use. Images can be looked up one at a time but, as 
discussed, they don’t lend themselves to automated processing or correction. Raw data could be extracted from 
the digital images using optical character recognition or other forms of data conversion that have been well-honed 
in other domains.  76 Hard-to-read forms, such as those written by hand, also need to be retyped manually. The 
retyping is usually done two or three times (what is known as double or triple keying) in order to ensure accuracy. 
Regardless of how the forms are filed, if the data are not input in a way that is designed to output open data, im-
age files will need to be converted into computable formats. 
In addition, Social Security numbers and signatures need to be redacted from the data, which would require statu-
tory authority. This will also require better organization and quality control. Again, these kinds of data cleaning tech-
niques have been long practiced by those who work with 990 data and on other open data projects. But it requires 
work over an extended period by many careful hands to clean up a complex database like this and make it useful.
The Prospects for E-Filing 
While the chances for a legislative e-filing mandate are unclear, it would be a positive step that would make it 
easier to develop an open data platform for data from nonprofit organizations.  The chances of success are dif-
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ficult to gauge because few systematic efforts have been made at the federal level to promote universal e-filing by 
nonprofits. Although it is important to note that e-filing was one of the recommendations of Independent Sector’s 
Panel on the Nonprofit Sector.
Financially, e-filing could eventually save millions of dollars in costs for data collection and processing, par-
ticularly in reducing the cost of error detection and correction. An immediate obstacle, however, is that universal 
e-filing would take time, effort, and funds to set up. In particular, the IRS would probably want to simplify the 
electronic filing of attachments, which is currently a barrier for many organizations. The IRS currently has not 
provided an estimate of the relative costs of e-filing and paper filing.  
Legal research by analysts at the Urban Institute has identified a single provision of the tax code as the major 
impediment to requiring e-filing: It is IRC sec. 6011(e)(2), which was intended to prevent the IRS from requiring 
small businesses to submit quarterly unemployment data on magnetic tape. If this provision were recognized as 
outdated and eliminated, the IRS could mandate universal electronic filing in the same way that it has mandated 
e-filing for organizations with $10 million or more in assets and more than 250 returns. Such a move would be 
supported by several facts, as summarized by the Urban Institute:
•	 The electronic Form 990-N is already required for half a million of the smallest organizations as well as the 
largest ones. (The total number of returns filed electronically is shown in the table below.)  Despite concerns 
about the burden and their ability to electronically submit their forms, these small organizations have been 
doing so successfully for more than four years.  
•	 Free software for electronic filing is available from NCCS for organizations with revenues of less than 
$100,000. 77
•	 In its Modernized Filing (MF) system, the IRS already has much of the technical infrastructure in place for 
electronic filing. 
•	 In addition to potentially saving money, electronic filing would speed the process of making data available to 
all stakeholders. 
Electronic Filing of Exempt Organization Returns, 2012 Projections 
Form 990 Form 990-EZ Form 990s & 990-EZs Form 990-PF All Forms
Total returns 286,152 301,900 588,052 112,700 700,752 
  e-filed 118,272 74,800 193,072 29,000 222,072 
  % e-filed 41.3 24.8 32.8 25.7 31.7 
Figure 9 – Source: IRS Publication 6049 (2012)
While electronic filing is being debated at the federal level, several states are beginning to implement similar ini-
tiatives. Under the auspices of the National Association of State Charity Officials, twelve states including Califor-
nia, New York, and Illinois are likely to participate in an e-filing pilot project with Urban Institute and Columbia 
Law School’s Charities Oversight and Regulation Project. In this pilot, they will provide a single website where 
nonprofit organizations can go to complete their Forms 990 along with any of the state forms required. Returns 
can be submitted simultaneously to both the IRS and participating states.  Under this system, the same returns 
could easily be used by third parties as well.
In sum, mandated e-filing is worth continued exploration. But while that long-term goal is being pursued, we 
need to explore other options for making 990 data available, usable, and downloadable. 
Pricing Issues
From an economic point of view, freely downloadable datasets are “public goods” in the technical sense of this 
term.  That is, they are both “nonrival” (use by one party does not diminish use by others) and “non-excludable” 
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(use is available to everyone once it is available to anyone). Classical examples of public goods include lighthouses, 
parks, research discoveries, and other openly published knowledge.  Without mandates or government interven-
tion, robust funding mechanisms for public goods are notoriously difficult to devise. Hence societies tend to 
systematically undersupply public goods.       
There are significant costs to improving current IRS platforms to process, compile, update, support, and supply 
an increase in electronically filed Forms 990 to make available in an open, machine-readable Form 990 database. 
As with other examples from the open government movement, providing an exhaustive catalog of accessible, 
machine-readable nonprofit data is expensive relative to anything that follows. 
Other Evaluative Criteria 
Any new 990 data platform should ideally exhibit ten attributes (listed in alphabetical order), including mini-
mizing cost.
1. Accountable. There should be a mechanism for responding to suggestions and complaints and, prefera-
bly, proactively anticipating issues, such as the accidental inclusion of Social Security numbers in Forms 
990.
2. Adaptable. Whatever processes, procedures, categories, and formats become instituted now are bound to 
need changing over time.  A platform should be able to cope with evolving expectations and technological 
capabilities. 
3. Current. Information for posting may be released sporadically or according to regular cycles. In any case, a 
platform should be able to update the collective datasets it provides rapidly to incorporate the best and most 
recent information available and to track new, dated additions to the data.  
4. Efficient. A platform should constantly seek out and implement ways to make its operations more cost-effec-
tive.  Though conceivably necessary due to other constraints or considerations, rekeying information or other 
duplicated efforts are not signs of great efficiency.   
5. Generative. The platform and the data it produces should inspire innovative uses and expand new 
“ecosystems” of users who are not now taking full advantage of 990 data. The development of com-
munities that share active interests in the data will help provide continuing feedback, support, ideas, 
and results.
6. Harmless. Providing data collectively that is already available individually should, in principle, do no harm.  
But given the unique, vibrant, and varied nature of the nonprofit sector in the United States, care should 
be taken to avoid unanticipated consequences.  Is there any harm created by releasing data and making it 
publicly available?
7. Official. Data submitted to and processed by the IRS is official but not necessarily accurate. Mechanisms 
should be considered, for example, to improve accuracy and/or to inform downstream users about mistakes 
and corrections. At the same time, knowing what was filed with the IRS and when — regardless of errors —  
must also be preserved for purposes of legal discovery. 
8. Ready. How long would it take to establish a proposed platform and for it to begin delivering data? Are the 
political or other pre-conditions in place that would make success likely and timely?
9. Sustainable. Even if its set-up costs are much more than the running costs, a platform needs to have at least 
one plausible plan for securing long-term funding.  A back-up plan would be wise, too. 
10. Trustworthy. The data provided should be recognizably unbiased and as accurate as possible.  It may be desir-
able to distinguish between verified and unverified information.  
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Alternative Approaches to Opening 990 Data
To summarize the problem we face: 990 data are publicly available, as required by law, but they are not easily 
accessible. The data can only be used in limited ways to create visualizations or mash-ups or to do data analysis 
because most of the data are locked up in image files and not available in machine-readable and computable form. 
The IRS advertises DVDs of all the 990s (http://www.irs.gov/Charities-&-Non-Profits/Copies-of-Scanned-EO-
Returns-Available) from 2005 to present for sale. However, these DVDs contain only images of the 990 forms 
(TIF files), not data in a usable format.
In addition, the IRS charges significantly for the data and does not release the electronically filed data in an 
electronically structured form. A year’s worth of Forms 990, Forms 990-PF, Forms 990-EZ, and Forms 990-T 
on DVDs costs $2,580 and a complete set over $20K. 78 The cost to purchase and, more importantly, the cost to 
process the TIFF files make them cost-prohibitive for many organizations that might want to use the data, and a 
significant cost for those who do use the data. 79
There are four major alternative mechanisms for creating a public good 990 platform:  1) Legislative Mandate 
for E-Filing; 2) IRS Initiative; 3) Third-Party Platform; and 4) A Priori Electronic Filing.  We briefly present a 
description and analysis of each and then recommend a path forward.
Legislative Mandate for E-Filing
In principle, the most straightforward solution would be for Congress to require e-filing by instructing the IRS 
to collect all Forms 990 electronically and to make a database of all that 990 information publicly accessible (or, 
at the very least publish forms in the format in which they were filed such that e-filed documents are released in 
computable formats).  In practice, however, nothing like this is ever straightforward.  
Congressional representatives naturally hear conflicting messages about legislation like this.  Few people are 
explicit against efficiency or transparency.  Some nonprofits may see e-filing as a burden. Others may not be eager 
to make their work so readily subject to scrutiny, tracking, and comparison.  And some nonprofits that object to 
e-filing may be quite active politically.  There are also companies that make money by creating special purpose 
databases with 990 data, like those that sell salary information, whose business would be hurt by a more open 
data platform.  However, there have been other movements toward requiring electronic filing for tax purposes that 
have not created great uproar. It is likely that there would be some discussion around any legislative proposal, but 
the growing chorus within the nonprofit and tech sectors would gain attention as well as those who may not want 
increased transparency for the sector. For all these reasons, any change would require both strong advocacy and 
strong Congressional champions.
Currently, most nonprofit organizations have the option to file their returns either in paper or electronically at 
their discretion. Only 20%-30% of those with the option to file electronically do so. The Urban Institute con-
vened a meeting of accounting firms who file the 990 on behalf of nonprofits to discuss incentives for enhanced, 
voluntary electronic filing. Their reasons for continuing to file on paper include familiarity, seeing the paper pro-
cess as “safer” than electronic filing, the greater security in filing paper forms that won’t be immediately returned 
due to incompleteness, and the ease of providing attachments. Private foundations must file information in the 
form of attachments that currently are difficult to transfer electronically, and previously proposed changes to the 
electronic Form 990-PF were set aside because of the amount of work required for the revision. As a result, only a 
small, resource-rich percentage of private foundations file electronically. In conclusion, without a mandate, most 
of the sector will continue to file on paper.
Pros: A congressional mandate for e-filing would create strong momentum for making 990 data more accessible 
and usable. Legislation would overcome any potential uncertainty on the part of IRS officials as well as obviate the 
need and cost for third parties to extract the data after the fact. The money saved could be redirected to analysis of 
the data instead. By requiring electronic filing, the IRS would also be able to reduce paperwork and shorten the 
review process. The IRS goes through an onerous process of converting electronic Form 990s into image files for 
the purpose of treating paper and electronic filers the same. Mandated e-filing would eliminate that extra step and, 
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presumably, increase the timeliness in making returns publicly available. It is conceivable to phase in electronic 
filing over time and to work gradually toward a strategy for making electronic data freely available. 
Cons: Legislation is hard and fraught with compromise. Getting attention for the need for e-filing could also 
be difficult. It would require consensus building in the nonprofit sector, which is highly diverse and includes uni-
versities and charities, hospitals, and churches with potentially divergent interests. Legislation will require rallying 
these many stakeholders in a targeted effort to succeed in an arduous and lengthy process. Given the interests in 
play, some may fight an e-filing mandate. At the very least, without concomitant changes to the private founda-
tion forms, it can be assumed that a contingent of private foundations would object to electronic filing. The pros-
pect of legislation would have to be broached with the nonprofit community and its allies because of the potential 
burden to them. Politicians will need to be persuaded that this is an issue worth defending. And even successful 
legislation might be watered down to a degree that does not achieve the goals of transparency and usability.
(For more details, see Appendix 5: Electronic Filing.)
IRS Initiative: Data Digitization and/or Extraction
The IRS could continue to accept both paper and e-filing, and could assume the cost and burden of creat-
ing usable 990 data from those sources.  To create an incentive to e-file, the IRS might offer a later deadline for 
e-filed returns and an earlier one for paper-based filings.  Where possible, image files could be used to populate a 
database using optical character recognition (OCR) to extract the data. Hand-written forms that are hard to scan 
with OCR could be manually re-typed and error-checked by double or triple keying, namely, having the forms 
retyped twice or three times to ensure accuracy. Alternatively, the IRS could update its data management processes 
to make electronically filed data available in raw form together with extracted paper-filed data. By changing the 
intake and publication process, it could dramatically improve the availability of usable, computable data.
Pros: The advantage to doing this within the IRS is, above all, the perception of reliability and authenticity 
over data extraction conducted by a third party. While the IRS has no statutory authority or resources to correct 
the data, raw data made available by the IRS will carry a more official imprimatur than data from another source. 
In addition, since the IRS already has much of the data in electronic form, it could still treat both electronic and 
paper-based data equally by releasing both at the same time and in the same format. But the IRS would save steps 
by having to extract data only from the paper-based files.  
Cons: In the current economic climate, spending any additional resources on digitizing or extracting data relat-
ing to nonprofit entities might be hard to justify without specific direction from Congress. Resources to digitize or 
extract data have not been appropriated. In fact, interviewees repeatedly stated that the IRS could not undertake 
such efforts under current circumstances because they would incur new costs.
Moreover, it isn’t clear that a government agency is in the best position to do this work cheaply and efficiently. 
The IRS would have to hire a company to do the work, and procuring the services of an approved vendor (not just 
anyone can bid for a government contract) would be a time consuming process that could take more than a year. 
By virtue of its governmental status, the IRS like other agencies would be required to hire workers to rekey hand-
written forms at potentially greater cost than a third party, which can off-shore the work, can charge.
In addition, because the IRS has no authority to correct or clean the data, it would be at risk of posting raw 
data containing social security numbers and other personally identifiable information that should be redacted first. 
Furthermore, the fact that the IRS is doing the posting might convey the erroneous impression that the data are 
guaranteed to be accurate.
Third-Party Platform
Either a new or existing third party could take responsibility for compiling and posting a Form 990 database 
that is comprehensive and computable. Carl Malamud of Public.Resource.org, the same organization originally 
responsible for spurring the SEC to create the searchable database EDGAR, has been working toward this goal 
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and has been systematically posting the IRS 990 DVDs online. As a first step, this obviates the need for others 
to pay the IRS for public data and to wait to receive the DVDs. 80 Second, he has converted the image files into 
PDFs with proper metadata, making them at least easier to index and search for online. 81 With PDFs, every time 
someone types the name of a nonprofit into a search engine, they can more easily find the 990s without having to 
go to GuideStar. Third, he is spearheading a campaign to get large foundations and charities to persuade the IRS 
to take the data it already requires to be filed electronically, using the Modernized e-File (MeF), and release it as is 
in a timely fashion. 82
Established nonprofit data providers, especially GuideStar, the Urban Institute, and the Foundation Center, 
already do a lot of work to make 990 data available: They have systems in place for processing the TIFF files on 
the DVDs that the IRS sends them, and could set up and maintain an open and computable database of 990 
data.  These groups have experience with both internal and external procedures for extracting and checking the 
numbers, text, and checkmarks from those image files.  However, to make 990 data truly open, the scale of such 
activity would need to be more extensive than anything previously attempted.  Much of the work of preparing 
and assembling data would, in practice, continue to be outsourced to for-profit vendors but under the supervision 
of nonprofit experts. One possibility would be for these three organizations to collaborate to create a new, open 
database of 990 data.
If a third party or collaborative group were to make its 990 database available at no charge, as open data 
requires, then the relatively high initial costs as well as the relatively low continuing costs would need to be 
recovered. One option would be to rely primarily on sponsorship by foundations willing to offer core support for 
releasing raw (potentially cleaned up) data.  A second is to charge for incremental services, which might include 
scrubbing for accuracy, or value-added services such as analysis, visualizations, and custom reports that they can 
distinguish from access to the basic data. Compensating data providers this way might mitigate their costs and 
encourage innovation without diminishing the value of 990 data as a public good. 
It is important to distinguish here between two types of fees.  Charging users for basic access to raw data col-
lected from the public pursuant to a legal mandate goes against the principles of open data (on the theory that 
this information belongs to the public and federal information, in particular is in the public domain under U.S. 
copyright law). Even though there are costs associated with cleaning, formatting, and classifying these datasets for 
public use, making these data truly open, meaning publicly available for bulk download and wide use, may expose 
issues to a wider community whose solutions may be less cost prohibitive.  But if a user wants special services, 
such as an unusual statistical analysis or the compiling of additional information, the platform would have to 
spend incremental time and money honoring such a request.  A price at least high enough to cover those marginal 
expenses makes sense.  Moreover, platforms like NCCS who do perform such services can also insist on posting 
the results for use by all, increasing the public good they provide.  Such an exchange adds value for everyone.      
Pros: A third-party strategy obviates the need to undertake a formal procurement. The work could begin as 
soon as the image files are uploaded. Doing this work outside government also makes it easier to identify infor-
mation that requires redaction, such as Social Security numbers, since a third party could establish standards of 
accuracy that the IRS is not empowered to do. 
The benefits would be especially great if multiple entities were to collaborate in a consortium-based approach 
to sharing the work of extracting the data. Given that funders already spend millions on data extraction with 
multiple entities, this community source approach could represent a significant saving and a faster way to make 
the data available to all.
The third-party approach opens up more flexible avenues for funding the work, too. Companies that already 
engage in data extraction, such as Google, might donate their services. Foundations who already pay organizations 
(repeatedly) to do this work could pay once for the creation of a shared, public data repository. Organizations that 
do the extraction, such as GuideStar or NCSS these, as noted above, might share what they have because collabo-
ration would bring down the extraction costs for everyone and free up resources to invest in developing innova-
tive, value-added products. University researchers and other groups could apply for grants to extract this data.  
Those with an interest in a healthy and innovative nonprofit sector could fund a prize to invite unanticipated 
but willing parties to do the extraction. Any or all of these entities could collaborate by divvying up the work of 
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extracting, redacting, cleaning and analyzing the data, sharing the fruits of their labor with one another so that the 
community as a whole has access to the corpus of usable 990 data.
Cons: Having third parties do the data extraction requires coordination or, at the very least, instigation to find 
ready, able, and willing volunteers with the resources to process this volume of information. Whereas Google took 
on Patent Office data to fix and monitor a broken intellectual property system, the head of that project empha-
sizes that there is no similarly compelling business case for 990 data. Given that there aren’t assignable profits to be 
appropriated, no one might step up. 
Another downside is the perception of unreliability. Data extracted by companies or other organizations might 
be perceived as of lesser quality than data provided by the IRS.  “The advent of e-filing made it seem obvious that 
the information would get out more quickly, but there were still a fair number of errors in the data,” said Linden 
Smith, Managing Director of the National Economics and Statistics Tax Sampling team at PricewaterhouseCoopers. 
“With aggregations of raw, electronic data, errors give you large distortions and deviations. It’s critical to think 
about overall data quality.” The other real downside to such a strategy is sustainability — the difficulty of find-
ing the resources to make both past and future 990 data available on an ongoing basis. However, if third parties 
begin to develop platforms now to make 990 data open and available, either individually or in collaboration, the 
demonstrated value of the data may open opportunities for funding, create the impetus for Congress to mandate 
e-filing, or lead to another sustainable path.
A Note on Crowdsourcing 
Enlisting an army of online volunteers to help create or contribute to the 990 dataset through retyping returns 
is an option, though an unlikely long-term solution. The Old Weather project, for example, organizes volunteer 
teams to transcribe World War I Royal Navy shipping logs to help scientists model climate change projections.  
Who would have thought that 30,000 people would volunteer? It is therefore not inconceivable that a volunteer 
army of crowdsourced labor might be enlisted to retype portions of 990 forms to create an open 990 dataset. 
However, unlike in the Old Weather case where the data are unavoidably hand-written, much of the 990 data has 
been electronically filed and could be made available in open form. Hence volunteers might be hard to persuade 
to do what they perceive as make-work. Crowdsourcing, however, could be part of a short-term, pilot project to 
create some usable data for mashing up.
A Priori Electronic Filing
One alternative to extracting the data is for some of the data to be filed electronically a priori — not with the 
IRS, but directly with the third party managing the open data project. Suppose that, after e-filing their returns, 
nonprofits had the default option of also sending their Form 990 e-files to a platform set up to collect, compile, 
and post them.  A simple “plug-in” added to the software already used for e-filing would do. Nonprofits could 
also simply commit to making their data available, as the major foundations have made in the “Reporting Com-
mitment” as a part of the Glasspockets initiative.  83 Each electronic Form 990 received directly by the “Public 
Resource/GuideStar/Foundation Center Consortium” would need little further processing.  Given the cost of 
extracting data from image files, it might even be possible to save money by offering nonprofits and their CPAs 
incentives to e-file both with the IRS and with the third-party provider.  This might also motivate the IRS to make 
its e-filing process able to accept lengthy attachments since some larger nonprofits will persist in filing on paper 
until that is possible.  
Pros. Creating an alternative route to filing 990s such that they can automatically be published in open and 
computable form has the advantage of cheaply creating a clean and useful source of data. It could be an attractive 
option to many entities who will want to be known for being more transparent and who, as a matter of principle, 
will wish to contribute to creating such a shared public resource to the end of improving effectiveness in the sec-
tor.
Cons. Such an alternative is limited. It will attract only some filers, likely the largest and smallest, rather than a 
representative or comprehensive sample. Hence the resulting data may be of limited use. What the industry saves 
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in the costs of creating the database, it will have to spend on marketing the effort and getting organizations to take 
advantage of it. Many will worry about participation and giving data to any entity other than the government for 
fear of misuse and mishandling of their information. It is unclear who needs to participate initially in order to 
catalyze greater participation in the long run.
Recommendation for Creating Usable 990 Data
We recommend pursuing two paths in parallel. First, we recommend developing a third-party approach to 
extracting the 990 data in order to demonstrate the value of such transparency. Second, we recommend pursu-
ing parallel legislative approaches, including conversations on the Hill both with those who have demonstrated 
an interest in the nonprofit sector and with those who are supporters of open data. These discussions should be 
accompanied by demonstration projects and examples to show how the taxpayer, the IRS, and Congress would 
benefit from usable 990 data.  Additional legislative approaches include state level efforts to include an open data 
provision in the Model Nonprofit Corporation statutes, and a gradual and staggered federal approach to requiring 
electronic filing.  
To set in motion the process of extracting the 990 data into usable form from the image files, both Public 
Resource (https://bulk.resource.org/irs.gov/eo/readme.html) and The Internet Archive (https://archive.org/details/
IRS990) have obtained and posted openly, freely available DVDs of 990 data, obviating the need for others to 
request and buy them from the IRS. This should enable a wider ecosystem of those with the interest and resources 
to do optical character recognition to examine the data and work with it. Second, rather than relying on a single 
entity to step up and do the extraction, those funders who regularly spend millions each year on data extraction 
with several entities have the greatest incentive to organize the creation of a public repository of 990 data.
The data will be more reliable and trustworthy, and will be available more rapidly, if multiple entities are 
involved and the work is shared.  Funders should consider convening a voluntary consortium of third parties, 
including those they already fund and other companies with the resources to assist with this project, as well as 
academics, who practice and study optical character recognition and other relevant technologies. Some parties 
will focus on extraction while others concentrate on redacting personally identifiable information and yet oth-
ers will clean data. The Statistics of Income Division of the IRS (SOI) should be invited to participate and lend 
its expertise to the process. The SOI Division may find expanded public sector interest to be a reason to shift 
additional resources into the 990 program, which could allow expanded or more user friendly data releases and 
more in-depth analyses.  
It isn’t necessary to wait to have all the data in hand in raw form to start creating a bulk repository. The work 
can be done in phases to extract current tax returns and then work backwards to make the historic corpus avail-
able.  In addition, certain parties extract particular fields of data already. For example, the National Center for 
Charitable Statistics compiles and cleans approximately 60 variables from the IRS Return Transaction File, which 
becomes its Core File that could be contributed and associated to the remaining fields once those are extracted by 
a third party. 
Translating Open Data into Innovation
Thinking about how a scientist who never publishes reaps nothing, the sociologist Robert Merton wrote about 
the paradoxical way that information discovered by researchers only becomes theirs when they give it away. 84 
So it is with data more generally — at least data, like the data culled from redacted 990’s, that by law cannot be 
considered private or proprietary.  
Below is a plausible sketch of how to begin maximizing the value of a nonprofit sector database platform. Such 
an entrepreneurial strategy could be adopted either by a nonprofit or a for-profit entity.
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1. Secure tax or philanthropic funding for an institution that will compile and manage a nonprofit sector data-
base with computable open data for the corpus of Forms 990 data.  Identify a technical strategy for releasing 
the data.
2. Cultivate some marquee nonprofits and database users a la Glasspockets to help convince others to partici-
pate, too.
3. Invite all nonprofits to become shareholders or members by agreeing both to send the institution an electron-
ic copy of the Form 990 they sent to the IRS and to check the accuracy of these data when it is posted.   
4. List all nonprofits in the database regardless of whether they want to become shareholders or not by extract-
ing information from their Form 990s.
5. Invite interested nonprofits to become premium members by paying to supplement their listings with key-
words or other standardized information about themselves, their programs, or their impacts.  Offer scholar-
ships to those who want premium privileges but choose to provide services to the company like data checking 
rather than paying.  
6. Make the database available under an agreement similar to a Creative Commons Attribution, Noncommer-
cial, and ShareAlike license (by-nc-sa).  This means: that licensees must credit the source; that they can copy, 
distribute, and modify the source for noncommercial purposes only; and that they can distribute it further 
only under the same licensing that governs the original. 85
7. Negotiate agreements with commercial users of Form 990 data to purchase access to the database.  If they pay 
a price no higher than what they spend now to compile their data, everyone wins. In particular, those com-
mercial vendors cannot only continue selling their value-added services and functionality, but also expand 
them as part of a growing ecosystem. Or it may be possible to experiment with making the data free to every-
one for any purpose, including commercial ones.  With such a policy, vendors will have to earn profits on the 
functionality and services they provide rather than on the content. 
8. Build and nurture an ecosystem of contributors and users who recognize their interdependent interests in 
seeing such a platform thrive.   
For an example of an institution that has adopted a more entrepreneurial approach to providing nonprofit 
data, we need only look to CharityFocus.ca, a website opened in 2012 by Imagine Canada, a private organiza-
tion “whose cause is Canada’s charities and nonprofits.” 86 The Canadian analogue of the Form 990 is the T3010.  
Although the Canada Revenue Agency (CRA) does not promote electronic filing of such forms, it does make 
the data from the T3010 (minus certain personal and protected information) available on its own website.  In 
addition to providing search capabilities, the CRA also makes the entire database available for bulk downloading 
in Excel or other standard formats.  The CRA joined with the RBC Foundation and Cenovus Energy to provide 
grants for the creation of CharityFocus by Imagine Canada.   
The new website not only makes ten years of T3010 data easier to find, compare, and visualize, it also allows 
charities to upload more timely and detailed information about their programs and accomplishments.  Public 
users have access to convenient links and tools, including the ability to make donations on the spot.  Charities 
also have access both to regulatory information and to a “Quick Prep” service that helps them more accurately and 
completely fill out their T3010 forms.   
Thousands of unique visitors have been recorded in each of the months since CharityFocus launched in Febru-
ary of 2012.  There is no charge for using its data or services. Benefiting from a series of efforts like this to provide 
information and support, Canada’s sector has apparently been thriving.  According to the latest reports, total 
revenues of Canadian registered charities jumped from $192 to $207 billion between 2009 and 2010.  Assets rose 
from $240 billion to $266 billion.  About 10,000 of the 86,000 charities account for a very large portion of both 
revenue and assets.    
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Lessons about Opening Data
•	 Innovate While Advocating:  E-filing legislation is important but may be  fraught with compromise.  Tradi-
tional stakeholders are not necessarily fans of open data because it upsets the status quo and therefore can-
not be counted upon as allies in the fight. In parallel to advocating for legislation, pilot projects with some 
data can demonstrate what’s possible, help to win adherents, and justify the burden of legislation.
•	 Build a Wider Ecosystem: Incumbent stakeholders and institutions, while often most knowledgeable about 
a sector, are not always those who understand or support openness. Instead, open data advocates must reach 
outside the sector to those who are knowledgeable about open data in tech and media to uncover benefits 
and develop innovations.
•	 Data in Any Form are Better Than No Data: Even image files like the 990s should be uploaded as is in a 
public, online repository and made freely and publicly available. There will always be someone with the 
wherewithal to make the data more useable and derive insight from it. Don’t wait!
•	 Open Data Isn’t Enough: Data liberation has to serve the goal of solving problems and improving the hu-
man condition. Hence it isn’t enough to think about how to make data open.  Rather, work and thinking 
must be expended to ensure that raw data translates into impact. That means it is as important to make 
sure innovative people know about the availability of data as they are to make it available.
Figure 10 – Lessons about Opening Data
Alone, open government data — even open 990 data — produce less value than an “innovation ecosystem” 
where people inside and outside of government with a variety of skills examine, poke, hack, map, visualize, and 
mash up the data to gain insights and solve problems.  Once the data are liberated from image files into standard, 
open, computable formats, then the “real” work begins.  Given the millions that can be saved on data extraction if 
the data are either produced electronically (in the long run) or extracted once for shared use (in the short run), ef-
fort and funds should be available to spur and invest in innovations.  This section sets out a recommended action 
plan for creating an “innovation ecosystem” together with further estimates of costs and risks. 
Get a Database Out There
It is important to put a substantive, computable Forms 990 database online sooner rather than later in order to 
generate interest in the 990 data and spur innovation.
 There are various options for doing this. The process need not be sustainable as long as it starts the ball rolling 
on the development of innovations, including interesting apps and services.  In fact, it need not even be compre-
hensive for now.  A computable, open, and high-quality dataset covering, say, the largest 25,000 nonprofits could 
be enough to kickstart both innovative applications and the demand for more such data. A thematic slice of a 
subsector, such as a dataset describing all the nonprofits working on a given topic like the environment, homeless-
ness, or health issues, could have a similar effect.  
As described above, the IRS is researching the possible release of computable data from its Master File on an 
experimental basis in 2013.  The research is investigating the release of  many but not all fields for a large sample 
of nonprofits, including all of those above certain thresholds.  This is a positive development, and one that could 
prove very significant. If the community puts this to good use, such a dataset might become a significant and 
continuing resource both because of the information it contains and because of the applications it could inspire.  
Hold Data Dives and Code-a-Thons
A relatively quick way to test the data and to begin generating results and buzz is to hold a one-off 
event.  Unlike competitions, which encourage the development of tools over an extended period, Code-
a-Thons (also called Hackathons or Mash-a-thons) are short events that range from a few hours to a few 
days or even months.  They bring together developers, entrepreneurs, academics, and experts in the field 
in one place to devise and execute on the creation of new tools. 
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A Code-a-Thon differs from a more traditional conference in its deliverables. Extended discussion is eschewed 
in favor of giving technologists and coders the material to develop solutions on the spot. Because of the short 
time frame, these solutions are often incomplete and show only a portion of what the overall application or tool 
can become. Organizations sometimes continue working with Code-a-Thon participants to continue developing 
promising tools after the event or work on their own to develop new businesses or simply tools that they give away 
or sell in online App stores. In the Code For Change 87 model of Hackathon run by New York University’s Robert 
F. Wagner Graduate School of Public Service, government institutions and nonprofits articulated problems they 
needed to solve and worked together with teams of coders over an extended period to develop innovative tools 
informed by institutional expertise.
A Look into a Hackathon Ecosystem: Health 2.0
The Health 2.0 ecosystem is the blueprint that other open data movements base their efforts on. The ecosys-
tem is built around a robust set of data and an active community outreach program that engages a number of 
satellite hackathons. This community has scaled up and grown from a number of interested parties to an evolv-
ing community that promotes problem solving by cultivating relationships. 
The movement began with ideation around health data, which brought together data providers and data 
consumers. This group looked at the data formats, what information was included in the data, and what could 
be done with the data. Their work led to a number of hackathons where apps and research tools are created 
around a particular dataset or presented problem. These apps and tools are refined over time and the outreach 
programs build towards the annual Health Datapalooza, the flagship program of the Health 2.0 movement. The 
event gathers a large group of stakeholders and innovators to evangelize and celebrate the community. Apps are 
demonstrated at the event and presentations are given on “Action Beats,” which generally involve organizational 
or challenge announcements. 
The success of the Health 2.0 movement has relied on the partnerships that have been cultivated over months 
and years, but also on the lives it has saved. With an increase in transparency, statistics on the number of 
instances where hospital staff provided antibiotics to patients requiring surgery increased as that data became 
open. This level of transparency, in no uncertain terms, saved lives.
 
Figure 11 – Health 2.0 
Code-a-Thons are quick ways to make demonstrable progress on developing tools and solutions. Even more 
important, they are a way to convene and forge community around shared interest. The opening up of data 
about nonprofits will pique the interest of organizations and people not previously thought of as “stakeholders.” 
We spoke with a group of tech savvy civic activists from Code for America who showed tremendous interest in 
nonprofit data and were eager to help cultivate an ecosystem around these data. By marrying technology-backed 
expertise with the knowledge of existing stakeholders, Code-a-Thons help to bring new skill sets and abilities 
together to accomplish good work.
Code-a-Thons produce innovative ideas, but like an app contest, the products will often be disconnected 
and unresponsive to the greatest needs (except in the Wagner model). They’re also limited to what can be 
accomplished in one or two days. Products from Code-a-Thons may need to be further developed, requiring 
additional funding and the willingness of volunteers to continue working in their spare time. In addition, 
unlike stakeholders who hire professional vendors, volunteer coders may have only a limited knowledge of 
the field.
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GuideStar and the Data Dive
Chuck McLean, Vice Present of Research at GuideStar USA, spoke about his experience at the DataKind 
“Data Dive,” a two-day Code-a-Thon to create data-backed tools for nonprofit financial analysis. The event was 
co-hosted with Independent Sector, the coalition of foundations and nonprofits. Prior to the Data Dive, Mr. 
McLean’s expectations were not high going into the event. The data would be complicated. People wouldn’t 
know what to do with it. There wouldn’t be enough time to get anything done.
The Data Dive consisted primarily of a coding session where technologists worked on software in response to 
challenges posed by presenters, including Mr. McLean. The technologists worked from two data sets provided 
by GuideStar, including Forms 990 data. Mr. McLean presented the group of technologists with a straightfor-
ward request for a new tool. “What we were basically looking for is an early predictor of financial failure on the 
part of a nonprofit,” said Mr. McLean. At the end of the second day, coders presented their work to the group 
and judges. 
One group created a promising, regression-based prototype and offered to continue working on the tool with 
GuideStar on a voluntary basis. When asked how his view of events like the Data Dive changed, Mr. McLean 
said he came out of the experience thinking it was a great idea. “I’ve never had an experience with crowd-sourc-
ing or open source where instead of just one person doing their proprietary thing, lots of different people are 
looking at it and tweaking it,” he said. “I am definitely a convert to that way of doing things.”
Figure 12 – GuideStar and the Data Dive
Organize Competitions and Prizes 88
Supported by recent legislation 89 and Obama Administration policy, 90 prize-backed competitions involv-
ing public sector data have become increasingly commonplace. 91 In 2008, the Office of the Washington, DC, 
Chief Information Officer sponsored the first Apps for Democracy competition followed in 2009 by the Sunlight 
Foundation’s Apps for America competition 92 to create useful tools using open government data. As in these cases, 
sometimes the competitions are theme-based (i.e., develop an app that improves transparency) without specifying 
the data to be used.  New York City has held three “Big Apps” contests, which encourage use of data made avail-
able by the city government in machine-readable formats. 
In other cases, the competition revolves around a common dataset.  The Community Health Data Initiative of the 
Department of Health and Human Services has sponsored “datapaloozas,” events designed to encourage the develop-
ment of tools to improve wellness using their datasets specifically. The Chief Technology Officer of the U.S., Todd 
Park, has now sponsored datapaloozas in energy and other sectors as well. First Lady Michelle Obama lent her name 
and support to a contest to create the best healthy eating games using the Food Pyramid and the associated United 
States Department of Agriculture dataset on the nutritional values of the 1000 most commonly consumed foods. 93
Competitions provide a relatively low-cost way to spur innovation. 94 They generate enthusiasm and attract par-
ticipation from those outside of government.  Occasionally, there are celebrity judges as in the case of the Jon Bon 
Jovi app for veterans competition. 95 The literature on two-sided markets points to the importance of marquee 
contributors, users, and success stories in launching a platform.  
Competitions often result in unanticipated innovations, such as the creation of an “Asthmopolis” tool to map 
and track incidences of asthma inhaler use as a way to pinpoint where asthma flares occur, or the creation of a 
new, more readable and accessible version of the Federal Register. In both cases, these tools responded to long-felt 
but unarticulated needs. 
However, poorly designed app competitions produce a hodgepodge of unrelated or repetitive apps, such as the 
many “When is my bus coming?” apps inspired by the release of transportation data by municipal transit authori-
ties. Without direction, app competitions may produce results that do not respond to the highest priority needs. 
When contests deal with easy to understand and well-known topics like transit data, they often attract widespread 
participation and varied submissions. On more esoteric topics, it takes effort to alert experts to the opportunity to 
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participate and to explain to those unfamiliar with the field the kinds of problems that need solving. While not all 
contests are app contests, most open government data events do appeal to data-savvy technologists. Many in the 
nonprofit community who understand the challenges well are not data-literate. Collaboration is a must for creat-
ing a rich ecosystem of innovation. 
In addition, while app contests usually produce working prototypes, these are not the same as completed 
products. Further development is required and it is in the best interests of the organizers to set up a method to 
continue working with the developers after the competition is completed.
Create an App Store
By themselves, hackathons and data dives are often one-off events that can lead to the development of half-
baked and duplicative iPhone apps, rather than sustained innovation in the sector. In parallel to creating events to 
generate buzz and excitement and the development of new tools, there need to be strategies for refining the tools 
in conversation with experts in the sector as well as distribution strategies to help with marketing whatever gets 
developed. Hence there’s a need for an “app store” for nonprofit innovations — a central showcase that curates the 
“best of” nonprofit tools. An app store might also provide a way to sustain innovation in the sector by creating a 
source of revenue for innovators by selling their apps. One can imagine one or more of the larger players in the 
nonprofit space, such as GuideStar, the Urban Institute, or the Foundation Center, hosting such an app store.
Re-Investigate Longer-Term Solutions
As many innovators learn, people do not always know what they want until they see it.  Once demonstrations 
have begun firing imaginations, it makes sense to reassess the alternatives for a long-term solution.  Formal and in-
formal surveys would then be more informative about the support for different kinds of 990 database platforms — 
whether existing or new, for-profit or not.  The odds of a legislative win might change as well with greater publicity. 
Build Community and Nurture an Ecosystem
For the 990 data to generate value to the wider public they need these to be available in computable form 
for free. The primary rationale for liberating data is to get more people working with and looking at the data. 
We want people to be able to use the corpus of the data in its entirety to facilitate cross-industry analysis rather 
than single entity lookup. We want more people developing innovations using the data, such as tools to identify 
where a homeless vet can get services in a given state. Finally, we believe that without free bulk downloads, we are 
restricted to an ecosystem of well-resourced players who can afford to buy the data to build the tools that inter-
est them or that they can sell to a large enough audience. The goal, instead, should be to reach the much wider 
potential audience of innovators who can use this public resource for the greater public good. Put another way, if 
we don’t give access to the data to smaller groups and individuals who could use the data for good, including using 
them to assess the quality of the data, we miss the “long tail” of opportunity for innovation. 
Complicating the story is that unlike some datasets, such as the Federal Register, liberating these data isn’t a 
matter of finding the political will and flipping a switch. The 990 data need work to make the data better orga-
nized, more timely, and more accurate. The most interesting 990 data are neither structured nor standardized: 
They are contained in the attachments, which can come in any format. Attachments can be completely free form 
lists of grants, for example, in a Word document rather than a spreadsheet. 
There is a real start-up cost to creating open 990 data. It is a natural assumption to want to recover those costs 
from the end users. But, in fact, we believe that the end users are going to be the real source of energy for clean-
ing, correcting, and innovating with the data. Hence the costs need to be borne elsewhere. Right now, that means 
we need a coalition of funders and groups to extract the data and innovators interested in working with the data 
to demonstrate their value. This solution may not be sustainable forever. Rather, high impact pilots like this, if 
they are successful, will help demonstrate the value of open 990 data whether or not the original funders continue 
to support it. 
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APPENDIX 1:The Nonprofit Sector
Highlights:  
•	 The nonprofit community is a diverse, eclectic mix of over 1.5 million organizations that provide various 
services to constituents.  1
•	 Nonprofits collect trillions of dollars in total revenue and hold trillions in assets.  2 
Analysis: 
Nonprofit organizations are able to act as vital tools in filling community needs because of their inherent 
flexibility in advancing the public good. Nonprofit organizations vary in the constituents they serve and receive 
tax-exempt status for providing services under certain classifications. The Internal Revenue Code (the “IRC”) 
establishes approximately 30 types of recognized nonprofit classifications.  3 These include entities that are specifi-
cally organized for “religious, charitable, scientific, testing for public safety, literacy, or educational purposes.”  4 
In 2009, the nonprofit community “accounted for 9% of all wages and salaries paid in the United States,” and its 
share of the GDP was 5.4%. 5
The largest number of organizations fall under IRC Section 501(c)(3). A 501(c)(3) organization is either con-
sidered a “Public Charity” or a “Private Foundation.” Public Charities are “the generic term given to the excepted 
organizations.” 6 Private Foundations are not defined, but rather are classified as organizations that do not fall 
under a set of four enumerated exceptions. 7
Public Charities represent a large portion of the nonprofit community and are predominant asset holders and 
revenue receivers in the field. In 2009, Public Charities reported $1.40 trillion in total revenues and $2.6 trillion 
in assets.  8  This amount of total revenue and total assets is more than either private foundations or other nonprof-
its retain. 9
A small number of organizations, particularly in the health and higher education fields, receive a disproportion-
ately high share of all Public Charities’ revenue. While hospitals represented less than 1% of all Public Charities, 
they collected 41% of total revenues reported in filings reviewed for a recent study.  10 Health charities held 36% 
of all Public Charity assets.  Similarly, higher education institutions represented only 0.5% of Public Charities 
but accounted for more than 11% of total revenue.  11 Education charities made up 18% of charities, but held ap-
proximately 33% of total Public Charity assets. In contrast, nonprofits in the arts, culture, and humanities made 
up over 12% of the Public Charities, but only generated 2.3% of the revenue. 12
Nonprofits collect revenues from multiple sources and through various means. The nonprofit community usu-
ally collects revenue in the form of payment for services, government grants, private contributions, or through 
returns earned on investments. In 2005, Public Charities raised a total of $1.2 trillion in revenue, of which: 49% 
came from payment of services, which includes medical care or tuition; 29% came from government grants or 
payments, which does not include subsidies; 12% came from private contributions, which include individual gifts, 
bequests, corporate donations, and foundation donations; 7% came from investment income; and 3% came from 
other sources of revenue, such as “membership dues, net special events income, and other miscellaneous revenue-
raising activities.”  13 The government contributes more in grants and payments for health and human services 
than for any other type of Public Charities. Regarding overall grants and subsidies provided to the charitable sec-
tor, the Congressional Research Service stated that in 2009:  
Estimates regarding the value of the government’s relationship with the charitable sector suggest that grants 
amount to about $100 billion, with the federal government supplying about 90% of the funds. Federal tax sub-
sidies are valued to be approximately $115 billion to $130 billion, and state and local tax subsidies are approxi-
mately $30 billion to $50 billion. In sum, the government provides approximately $245 billion to $280 billion to 
the nonprofit and charitable sector via grants and tax subsidies. 14
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APPENDIX 2: The Federal Forms
Highlights: 
•	 The Forms 990 are a family consisting of the Form 990, Form 990-PF, Form 990-EZ, and Form 990-N. 
Each has certain thresholds that establish which nonprofit types must file which form.
•	 The world of the Forms 990 has undergone two recent changes: a major redesign of the Form 990, and the 
requirement for small nonprofit organizations to file the electronic Form 990-N. 
•	 The Forms 990 must be reviewed by the IRS, but do not create revenue for the Treasury. Any momentum for 
change within the agency must contend with the fact that innovations may increase workloads in the short-
term without providing new sources of revenue. 
Analysis: 
Information on nonprofits comes from multiple information streams, but much of it supplements the informa-
tion within the Forms 990. The Internal Revenue Service acts as the tax administrator for the federal government 
and has regulatory power over the nonprofit community. The IRS has two primary responsibilities in overseeing 
nonprofits: reviewing applications for the dispensation of tax-exempt status and examining annually filed Forms 
990. The Forms 990 require that a nonprofit disclose information about the organization and its transactions, in-
cluding the nonprofit’s major service programs, its officer salaries, and its balance sheet. According to the Internal 
Revenue Manual (the “IRM”), the primary objectives for examination of annually filed Forms 990 is to determine 
if the organization is operating in a manner consistent with its exempt purpose,  15 if the forms are complete,  16 if 
the organization filed all forms and information required of it,  17 and if there are any outstanding taxes the orga-
nization must pay (nonprofits sometimes have associated taxable, for-profit activities).  18  Violations may result in 
enforcement in the form of excise taxes or a revocation of tax-exempt status. However, the information provided 
within the Forms 990 exceeds that which the IRS needs to conduct this task and represents a valuable, publicly 
available source of information on the nonprofit community.
The Forms 990 consist of the Form 990, Form 990 EZ, Form 990-PF, and Form 990-N. The rules for deter-
mining what type of organization must file each form, normally depend both on how much the organization earns 
in revenue and on organization type. Each form varies in length and information requested.
The Form 990 is an annual filing form that may be filed by virtually any nonprofit that is not a private founda-
tion. This includes certain political organizations, social welfare and charity organizations, and charitable trusts. 
The form is broken up into 12 different parts spread over 12 pages. It provides over 1,000 fields that may be 
checked or require a numerical value input or specific text-based information.  These disclosures include, but 
are not limited to, basic directory information,  19  a calculation of revenue and expenses,  20 information on the 
organizational structure,  21  a description of the organization’s mission, any new services being offered, any losses 
of services formerly offered, and a description of the three largest services offered by the organization.  22 Organiza-
tions with incomes equal to or greater than $200,000 or assets that are equal to or greater than $500,000 must file 
the Form 990. However, other organizations may file this form should they choose to do so. In 2010, there were 
261,016 Form 990 filers, 76,996 of which filed electronically.  23 
The Form 990-PF is similar to the Form 990, but may only be filed by private foundations. The Form 990-PF 
requires disclosure of, among other things, basic directory information,  24  an analysis of revenue and expenses,  
25 a description of assets, liabilities, and net assets,  26  and capital gains or losses on investment income.  27 This 
13-page form is broken up into 17 different parts and consists of over 900 fields that may be checked or require 
a numerical value input or specific text-based information. In 2010, there were 112,939 Form 990-PFs filed, 
12,524 of which were filed electronically.  28  One reason for the lower percentage of private foundations filing 
electronically is that much of their required information is submitted in attachments, which do not lend them-
selves easily to electronic filing.  
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The Form 990-EZ is a convenience created to ease the burden for medium-sized nonprofits. What distinguishes 
this form from the Form 990 is the requirement that the filing organization earns less than $200,000 in gross 
receipts and has total assets less than $500,000 at the end of the filing year. The 990-EZ is a shorter form, four 
pages in length, and only has 6 parts and over 300 fields that may be checked or require numerical value input or 
specific text-based information.  It requests, among other things, basic directory information,  9 a calculation of 
revenue and expenses, 30  information on the balance sheets, 31 statement of the organization’s three largest service 
accomplishments, 32  and information on organizational structure. 33  In 2010, there were 370,902 Form 990-EZ 
filers, 60,821 of which filed electronically. 34 
The Form 990-N (also known as the “e-Postcard”) is the newest form, created as a result of the Pension Protec-
tion Act of 2006 (the “PPA”), which required smaller organizations to file electronic forms (just as the largest 
organizations are also required to file the 990 electronically). The PPA legislated that these smaller organizations, 
which were previously not required to file at all, should begin filing annual returns no later than the 2010 tax 
year to retain their tax-exempt status. 35 The IRS requires organizations that receive less than $50,000 in income  
36 to file the Form 990-N electronically. 37  Should an organization decide it wants to file a paper form, it has to 
complete an entire Form 990. Every organization must provide its employer identification number, tax year, legal 
name, secondary name, address, officer names and address, and web site, as well as confirmation that gross receipts 
were less than $50,000 38 and a confirmation of whether the organization is active or not. 39  The only time a 
paper form is required of an organization that files a Form 990-N is when there is a change to the organization’s 
“name, structure, or operations.” 40  In 2010, there were 449,770 Form 990-N filers. 41 
The Form 990 presents a unique set of challenges for the IRS, and differs from other filings the agency pro-
cesses. The IRS collects no fees from Form 990 filers, and some of the information included in the Form 990 does 
not assist the IRS in its mandate as the nation’s tax administrator. The IRS does charge an initial user fee when an 
organization files for tax-exempt status through Form 1023. The organization is required to pay a $400 fee if it has 
gross receipts less than $10,000 a year over a four-year period, and an $850 fee if it has gross receipts greater than 
$10,000 a year over a four-year period. 42 
The IRS has not imposed any fees on organizations that submit the Forms 990, even though there has been 
an increase in the number of nonprofits that file annual returns. In a statement before the House Committee on 
Ways and Means in 2005, David M. Walker, comptroller general of the U.S. Government Accountability Office, 
recognized that IRS caseload had increased and recommended “a full re-examination of the tax-exempt sector in 
light of the challenges facing the nation in the 21st century.” 43
Legal Track: 
The kinds of disclosures required in the Forms 990 have changed over the years. The types of questions asked 
of nonprofits and types of data collected have increased significantly since the first iteration of the Form 990. The 
most recent legislative changes to the Form 990 occurred in 2008, but the Form 990 has a much longer history 
that reaches back to the Revenue Act of 1943. The Revenue Act created the requirement for nonprofits to file an-
nual returns.  44 Originally, filings required considerably less information than they do now. Among the disclosures 
were gross income, receipts, and disbursements.  45 The legislation exempted certain organizations from filing 
returns as well. This ended with the first iteration of the Form 990.  46 
As the nonprofit community grew, Congress was called to regulate transactions conducted by nonprofits that were 
arguably outside the mandate of the nonprofits’ original mission. These transactions, such as owning department 
stores or selling real estate, were determined to be “unrelated business income.”  47 Unrelated business income is now 
reported under the Form 990-T. Under the Revenue Act of 1950, Congress legislated that any unrelated business 
income earned by nonprofits would be taxed as well. Granting an exemption for a stream of business that would 
compete with for-profit business would create an “unfair competitive advantage.”  48  Foundations would not be cov-
ered by legislation until a number of years later, after it was determined that a number of foundations were engaged 
in misconduct.  49 The Treasury Department created a report that outlined a number of legislative strategies, but 
some in Congress argued that the suggested action was not strong enough.  50 The Tax Reform Act of 1969 provided 
a statutory definition for private foundations and made them a separate entity from nonprofit organizations.  51 
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The Pension Protection Act of 2006 (PPA), while not directly about the nonprofit community, brought about 
a number of changes to the sector. The PPA required most organizations that earned $25,000 or less in income 
to file an electronic annual notice, which resulted in the creation of the Form 990-N. 52  In testimony before the 
House Committee on Ways and Means, George K. Yin, chief of staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation, recom-
mended a proposal that would “require small charitable organizations to file short annual returns” because larger 
returns would be overly burdensome to small nonprofits. 53  The PPA also added a number of new nonprofit types 
to the IRC 54  and created a new enforcement tool that would allow for the revocation of tax-exempt status for 
any organization that failed to file a return for three consecutive years. 55  Prior to this, nonprofits that failed to file 
their returns would only be fined. 56 
After the enactment of the PPA, Senate Finance Committee member Charles Grassley stated, “Both the House 
and Senate tax writing committees have expressed interest in the scope of charity and whether § 501(c)(3) orga-
nizations are providing a sufficient public benefit by conducting charitable programs commensurate in scope with 
their resources.” 57  This sentiment is reflected as Congress continues to hold discussions, most recently with the 
Oversight Subcommittee of the House Ways and Means Committee holding hearings on regulatory issues and 
reporting structures of public charities.
Over the years it became apparent that the Form 990 was no longer capturing sufficient information to properly 
reflect the growing nonprofit community. In 2008, the Form 990 underwent its first major redesign since 1979.  
58 The need for the redesign came from “the increasing size, diversity, and complexity of the exempt sector,” and 
changes were based on the need for “enhancing transparency, promoting tax compliance, and minimizing the 
burden on the filing organization.” 59
The IRS released a draft of the form for comment and received over 700 responses. After taking these responses 
into account, the IRS released a second draft and received an additional 120 comments.  60 This led to the final 
iteration of the Form 990, which is the one that is currently used. This new Form 990 adjusted how compensa-
tion for officers was reported, added specific governance questions, such as whether there is a policy in place for 
potential conflicts of interest, and added new financial information requests. 
The most recent version of the Form 990 includes questions on foreign investments for organizations with 
investments valued at $100,000 or more. This is a change from previous iterations that only requested foreign 
investment information if the organization had revenues or expenses attributable to foreign investments that were 





APPENDIX 3: Current Sources of Form 990 Data
The IRS makes the images of the filed Forms 990 available to the public, but the IRS isn’t the sole provider 
of information surrounding the Forms 990. The nonprofit community and a number of third parties use these 
publicly available files to produce tools and research for stakeholders in the nonprofit community. In addition to 
the IRS, which provides some tools itself, the major players in the field are GuideStar, the Urban Institute, the 
Johns Hopkins Center for Civil Society Studies, and the Foundation Center, but a number of other organizations 
provide essential services for the nonprofit community and the public. 
The IRS: 
The IRS provides a search tool called Exempt Organizations Select Check. Users are able to check on a nonprof-
it’s federal tax-exempt status and filings and can search nonprofits by their EIN number, name, or location. Only 
Form 990-N filers, nonprofits able to receive tax-deductible contributions, or nonprofits that had their tax-exempt 
status revoked or are on notice for three years may be searched. You must know which category the organization 
you are looking for falls under prior to your search. The search function is fairly rudimentary and does not consis-
tently provide helpful results.
GuideStar: 
GuideStar is a nonprofit organization that provides information and research on other nonprofit organizations, 
and it has one of the most well regarded single entity search capabilities on nonprofits. This service involves hosting 
digitized Forms 990 for various nonprofits.  Forms less than three years old can be downloaded one at a time at no 
cost to the user.  Nonprofit organizations are able to update the site on their actions and volunteer further informa-
tion on their activities. In addition, GuideStar provides information for nonprofit compliance and tools for users 
to compare and analyze nonprofit organizations. GuideStar offers a large collection of information on individual 
nonprofits free of charge, including brief financial snapshots, nonprofit governance listings, and the Forms 990 them-
selves. GuideStar does charge a fee for certain data services, including analysis or compensation reports.  
Another service GuideStar offers, in conjunction with BBB Wise Giving Alliance and the Independent Sector, 
is “Charting Impact.”  Charting Impact is a tool that can help a nonprofit tell its story. Based on how a participat-
ing institution answers five questions, GuideStar creates a report for the nonprofit that summarizes the nonprofit’s 
goals and progress in achieving those goals. Another GuideStar tool is Financial SCAN, developed in conjunction 
with the Nonprofit Finance Fund, which translates financial information into a report and provides a view of a 
nonprofit organization’s financial health. The service does not cover Form 990-EZ or Form 990-PF filers, and it 
charges a fee. 
Philanthropedia is a service acquired by GuideStar that provides a rating system for nonprofit organizations 
based on crowd-sourced surveys of philanthropy experts, including professionals in the field, researchers, and 
nonprofit officers. Participants are not allowed to rate their own institutions. Nonprofits are rated according to 
perceptions and evidence of the impact they make. Nonprofit listings are organized by sector and can also be 
found using single-entity search.  
Technical Track for GuideStar: 
The data the IRS makes available to the public are provided unedited, and so  may contain errors. Because of 
this, GuideStar must go through a lengthy process to make Form 990 data usable for its services and research. 
GuideStar receives scanned Form 990 images on CD/DVDs approximately once a month. They are sent to a 
third-party digitizer that converts the TIFF files into PDFs. This is a crucial part of the process because the TIFF 
files treat each page as its own file, meaning a 30-page document is 30 separate TIFF files, as opposed to one PDF. 
These PDFs are made available on a server that the GuideStar data operations team can access. These PDFs are 
then linked to the GuideStar site. 
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The third-party digitizers then continue their work and filter out forms that, according to GuideStar criteria, 
need to be keyed. The purpose of keying returns is to make the information within them computable. As the re-
turns are keyed, the digitizers do quality assurance tests to make certain that entries match and the lines are added 
correctly. Situations may arise where GuideStar finds that information is mathematically incorrect or is not in 
the appropriate location. In these cases, the information will be left unchanged due to the difficulty in determin-
ing which portion is incorrect. Once the digitizers validate the keyed information, the XML files are delivered to 
GuideStar and made available for the various services offered. This entire process, from receipt of the TIFF files to 
full availability of data on the site, takes approximately two months. 
Once users are registered with the site, which is free to the user, they can view returns for the three most recent 
years of the nonprofit. GuideStar does redact returns, sometimes for a fee, if there is potentially sensitive informa-
tion still available on the form.  Sometimes GuideStar also corrects obvious errors, such as spelling mistakes or 
errors in dates, but it will not correct any computing errors made by the organization. 
Over the past few years, GuideStar has had to go through a labor-intensive process that involved correcting data 
missing entirely from certain sections, or information incorrectly entered in a section or part.  61 During the IRS 
intake process, XML data from e-filed returns is made to repopulate a form to look like the Form 990 through 
the use of a style sheet. This digital conversion produced a number of errors, which were reflected in the TIFF 
files sent to GuideStar. Errors included values that were transposed, incorrect, or missing.  As a result, many of the 
2008 forms contain a warning of these potential mistakes. GuideStar went through the process of correcting many 
of these errors and has seen a decrease in the number of these kinds of errors over the past few years. 
The Urban Institute: 
The Urban Institute is a research institution that, among other projects, conducts research and provides analysis 
on the nonprofit community. The Urban Institute’s Center on Nonprofits and Philanthropy has a number of proj-
ects that focus on providing various tools and levels of analysis on nonprofit organizations. Its core program, the 
National Center for Charitable Statistics (NCCS), provides nonprofit data and interactive tools to researchers and 
the public.  Its archives of IRS nonprofit data include both current data and historical data back to the 1980s, and 
its research includes a mix of publications like the Nonprofit Almanac and periodic briefs and reports on special 
topics.
Its Community Platform Project combines its cleaned and classified IRS data along with census and other data 
and collaboration tools in an open and highly customized website for use by state and local partners, includ-
ing foundations, United Ways, universities, and governments. 62 NCCS currently maintains 20 sites around the 
country.
In addition to the various tools provided to nonprofit community stakeholders, the NCCS provides online tools 
nonprofits can use to fill out their Forms 990 and 990-EZs and file them electronically with the IRS and various 
state charity offices, most of which require submission of a Form 990 or 990-EZ as well as a state form each year 
from the charities subject to their jurisdiction.  NCCS also works closely with a number of state charity offices 
to enable e-filing of their registration and renewal forms.  It also maintains the primary e-postcard site which ap-
proximately half a million nonprofit organizations use each year for filing these forms with the IRS.
In providing nonprofit data, the NCCS conducts a data-cleaning process similar to GuideStar. NCCS receives 
data from different streams and posts all of it online. It receives raw data directly from the IRS after it has already 
provided a portion of the valuable keypunching. This effort is conducted by the IRS Statistics of Income Division, 
largely for internal purposes. The information is not always accurate, so NCCS conducts a series of quality assur-
ance checks on all records it receives. Between 2,500 and 3,000 of the largest records that fail the checks are then 
manually reviewed and edited to correct errors, most of which can be resolved by reviewing the full  Form 990 im-
ages to which they have access.  In addition, all organizations are assigned National Taxonomy of Exempt Entities 
(NTEE) codes so researchers and the general public can easily compare, for example, the numbers and financial 
health of nonprofit job training organizations by state, county, or zip code.  
NCCS also keypunches an average of 60,000 returns each year to capture supplemental information such as the 
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description of organization purposes and programs; more detailed information on revenues, expenses, asset, and 
liabilities; governance information; and a range of other items.  Some of these data are used in the community 
platforms; others are used for specific NCCS research projects (such as its periodic reports on international devel-
opment and environmental organizations); and others are keyed by special request for researchers, state nonprofit 
associations and others conducting their own research. NCCS prices these custom data sets to cover its direct costs 
and a small fraction of its overhead.
All of its files are documented and made available on the NCCS website in a number of formats that can be 
readily used by researchers or others wanting to explore the raw data in greater detail.  These files can be used to 
examine the current status of the nonprofit sector or to examine trends in the sector over the past 15 to 30 years 
depending on the data series.  These data files are placed on servers, in a process similar to GuideStar, and are used 
by NCCS for analyses and comparison between nonprofit organizations and as the basis for the easy-to-use Table 
Wizard/Report Builder for the general public or the more sophisticated NCCS DataWeb, which is intended to 
meet the needs of the research community.  The DataWeb gives users greater data analysis variety in their search 
capabilities by generating custom reports and statistics, mashing up data files, and providing access to organization 
records. Data are pulled from a number of different file types, and users are able to create their own analyses of 
varying complexity. The public can access information on individual organizations and use the Table Wizards for 
free. Researchers are typically charged a modest fee for access to full data files (generally in the $50 to $150 range). 
The NCCS offers a number of tools for nonprofits to file their annual returns. Among these tools is the 990 on-
line system, which allows users to fill out their return and file either electronically or via physical mail. Nonprofits 
that take advantage of the service are able to access support staff who will help them with their form, convert the 
form to PDF if necessary, and use the other tools embedded in the filing process. This was formerly a free ser-
vice, but nonprofits may now be required to pay, depending on their gross receipts. Any nonprofit that has gross 
receipts equaling less than $100,000 may still use the service for free, but anything larger than $100,000 in gross 
receipts falls under a tiered pay structure. In addition, nonprofits that qualify for the Form 990-N are provided 
their own specific portal for filing their electronic forms. Users are able to put the requested information into the 
NCCS-provided form and submit it using the portal as well.
The Foundation Center: 
The Foundation Center analyzes and compiles data on global grantmakers and the kinds of grants they provide. 
The Center also hosts five library and learning centers in the United States and over 450 funding information 
centers worldwide. In each of its regional locations, the Center offers educational programs. The database main-
tained by the Center houses information on “nearly 100,000 foundations, corporate donors, and grantmaking 
public charities in the U.S. and 2.1 million of their recent grants.”  63  In addition, the Center offers a number 
of free tools and information on its site. The Center also conducts research on the trends in grantmaking for the 
nonprofit community.
One of these tools is the Foundation Directory Online, which provides a profile of the 10,000 largest private 
and community nonprofits. Depending on the user’s subscription level, the number of organizations and kinds of 
information accessible through the database will vary. The basic profile includes information such as geographic 
focus, financial data, types of support, the organization’s EIN number, and program areas. The tool also allows 
for chart and graph visualizations of an organization’s grantmaking. Each has a certain level of granularity with 
its search capabilities and offers multiple options for defining the parameters of what is displayed. Foundation 
Directory Online is available free of charge, but only certain organizations are included in the basic package. The 
editorial team will review information from 35 different streams, including direct grantmaker communication, to 
ensure they have the most accurate information possible.  64 
The Johns Hopkins University Center for Civil Society Studies: 
The Johns Hopkins University Center for Civil Society Studies (CCS) conducts research and provides edu-
cational programs on methods of collaboration and innovation between civil society, government, and business 
sectors. The CCS has a number of nonprofit-based projects, including the Comparative Nonprofit Sector Project, 
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Nonprofit Economic Data Project, and Nonprofit Listening Post Project. The Comparative Sector Project pro-
vides data and analyses for local nonprofit communities in a number of countries. The Nonprofit Economic Data 
Project researches the US nonprofit community, including volunteer, employment, and financial analyses. The 
Nonprofit Listening Post Project collaborates with US nonprofits to provide information on trends, strategies, and 
challenges facing the nonprofit community.
Other Sources of Information: 
Give Well functions as a charity evaluator. It uses financial qualifiers for its analysis as well as assessing the 
impact each nonprofit’s program has on its constituents. The site is geared towards individual donors, rather than 
foundation donors, and promotes what it considers to be the charities most worth donating to.
Great Nonprofits acts as a ratings and review system for nonprofits, but does not rate or review nonprofits 
themselves. Donors, volunteers, and consumers all provide their experience with a given nonprofit organization. 
The site partners with other nonprofit-oriented services, such as GuideStar, which allows them to repost any 
reviews on partner sites to the Great Nonprofits site. There are over 1.2 million nonprofits that may be reviewed 
on the site. 
The University of Pennsylvania Center for High Impact Philanthropy  provides a series of tools geared towards 
nonprofit donors. The UPenn Center offers seminars and workshops for donors and online resources and reports. 
In addition, a “Donor Toolkit” service is offered. The current toolkit focuses on child health and survival and of-
fers users three donation strategies centered on how they would wish to help.  
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APPENDIX 4: State Requirements
Highlights: 
•	 Nonprofits are generally required to incorporate at the state level to gain state tax-exempt status and to lobby 
in the state. 
•	 States differ in their approaches to nonprofit regulation; approximately 40 have state charity offices charged 
with regulating fundraising and use of charitable assets. Almost all require nonprofits that meet state filing 
requirements to submit a copy of their Form 990 along with their annual state forms.
•	 States are at the forefront in actively regulating and prosecuting nonprofit violations. 
•	 The Revised Model Nonprofit Corporation Act is model legislation that gives states a framework by which to 
establish their nonprofit legislation. The model legislation has been adopted in whole or in part by a number 
of states. 
Analysis: 
The federal government is tasked with making certain nonprofits comply with their exemption requirements, 
but states are predominantly charged with investigating nonprofit misfeasance. There are a number of structures 
in place to allow for state regulators to oversee nonprofit transactions. The first tool in oversight is requiring 
nonprofit corporations to seek corporate status by filing at the state level.  65 Incorporation offers two key benefits 
to a nonprofit: an ability to apply for tax-exempt status and limiting the organization’s liability. It is only after an 
organization has formed a state-recognized nonprofit corporation that it may apply for federal tax-exempt status. 
To receive tax-exempt status, the purpose set out within the articles of incorporation must focus corporate assets 
for an approved exempt purpose, among other things.  66  If the articles are filed with the appropriate legislative 
requirements, the secretary of state or corresponding official issues a certificate of incorporation.  67 After being 
approved for incorporation, the organization may apply for federal tax-exempt status and exemption from state 
property, sales, or use taxes. 68 
The federal government has maintained a number of regulations in place, but originally states did not have 
a coherent, unified strategy for tackling granular regulatory issues. The Model Nonprofit Corporation Act (the 
“MNCA”), and later the Revised Model Nonprofit Corporation Act (the “RMNCA”), provided states a frame-
work for their nonprofit legislation. The MNCA was drafted so that each state could choose between adopting the 
framework wholly or adapting it around their needs. A number of states, including Wisconsin, Alabama, North 
Carolina, Virginia, Nebraska, North Dakota, Oregon, Texas, and the District of Columbia, adopted the MNCA 
as originally drafted. 69 States continued to adapt their own nonprofit laws around their specific needs, but it was 
a number of years before any major revisions were made in the MNCA.  70 It took a culmination of other states 
embarking on new legislative paths for nonprofit regulations, an increase in need for accountability, and a lack of 
official comments in the MNCA that led the Committee on Nonprofit Corporations to revise the MNCA. 71
The group began the redrafting process by creating a drafting committee, made up of “practitioners, academics, 
and government officials.” 72 The committee was initially concerned with how new legislation would affect the cur-
rent nonprofit sector, the contours of what was going to be considered a nonprofit, and the issue of religious non-
profits. 73 The committee was also conflicted by the need to facilitate nonprofit accountability without burdening 
small, often informal organizations. 
In 1986, the committee circulated a draft for comment among members of the community. The draft courted 
some controversy among experts in the field. These controversies were aimed at what were perceived to be defi-
ciencies in the draft. 74 Areas of protest included classification of religious corporations, the lack of a definition of 
a “nonprofit corporation”, and the powers granted to attorneys general, with many comments affecting the final 
version of the RMNCA. 
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The RMNCA differed from its predecessor in a number of areas, but none so much as the requirements it 
placed on nonprofit officers and executives. The RMNCA attempted to replicate the 1984 Model Business 
Corporation Act, and included a number of legal standards applicable to directors, and created a higher standard 
of loyalty, but it also took a number of cues from California nonprofit laws. 75 These cues included breaking up 
nonprofits into the “public benefit,” “mutual benefit,” and “religious corporation” classifications. 76 New corpora-
tions were given the ability to determine what classification they were applying for. Corporations in existence are 
classified by specific regulations within the RMNCA. 77 This version also addressed concerns regarding meeting 
requirements between board members. After the RMNCA was completed, many states later repealed prior laws or 
adopted the RMNCA in part or whole. There is also an ongoing effort to create a multistate nonprofit registration 
portal, but its progress is unclear. 
Legal Track: 
Forming a nonprofit corporation affords a number of protections, but it requires meeting a number of require-
ments at the state level. Generally, a person forming a nonprofit corporation, known often as an incorporator, 
must meet these filing requirements with the Department of State or a similar official or agency at the state where 
they wish to incorporate. Usually, an incorporator must file the entity’s articles of incorporation first. To be suc-
cessful, the articles of incorporation must meet the minimum filing requirements, which are determined by the 
state. Usually, states will require the name of the corporation, confirmation that the entity qualifies as a nonprofit, 
the purpose for which the organization has formed, the location of the organization, as well as the names and 
contact information of directors. The RMNCA requires the corporate name; a statement on whether it is a public 
benefit, mutual benefit, or religious corporation; address of the initial registered office and initial agent at the of-
fice; name and address of each incorporation; statement on whether it will have members; and any provision not 
inconsistent with law regarding the distribution of assets on dissolution. 78 Proper filings grant the incorporator a 
certificate of incorporation, which affords them the protection of being a corporation. These protections include 
reducing liability for officers and directors for losses at the corporate level. 
The RMNCA provided new measures for nonprofit accountability that give state regulators a number of tools 
in holding nonprofit officers and management accountable. A ground floor for record-keeping is established, 
and records of meetings and member transactions are required, similar to that of the for-profit sector. In addi-
tion, the nonprofit is required to provide the secretary of state with the most recent annual report. 79  Nonprofit 
corporations are also required to disclose financial statements, along with a statement from a public accountant 
or chief financial officer that attests to the accounting being done following accepted accounting principles and, if 
applicable, not explains the reason for inconsistencies in previous years. 80 The RMNCA requires nonprofits to file 
annual reports, which are public documents.  81 While it is common practice for states to require the federal Form 
990 filed by the nonprofit to accompany the state annual return, it is not inclusive within the RMNCA. 82  In ad-
dition, some states require nonprofits to file annual financial reports. 
Organizations that solicit financial contributions within a state are generally required to provide more informa-
tion than those that do not. 83  This includes specific donations provided for specific purposes, which are usually 
considered separate from other organizational expenses. Other requirements include reports of corporate assets; 84 
annual activities reports; 85 annual registration reports, 86  and sometimes a copy of the filed Forms 990.
Attorneys general are given differing standards in supervising various corporation types, having broader power 
against some and more limited power against others. 87  The attorneys general must protect the public interest and 
are empowered to require notice for all significant corporate transactions, which includes indemnification, the 
transfer of substantial assets, merger, or dissolution. 88 States normally do not oversee religious corporations, which 
prevents states from requiring annual returns from them. 89
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APPENDIX 5: Electronic Filing
Highlights: 
•	 A number of organizations are required to file one of the Forms 990 electronically, but the thresholds estab-
lished require predominantly small or large organizations to do so. That leaves a number of medium-sized 
organizations with the choice between filing electronically or through a paper form.
•	 A substantial amount of Form 990 data is displayed online, including a number of sites that offer the public 
the ability to search for images and sometimes limited data from Forms 990. However, there is no congressio-
nal mandate that requires they be placed online. Rather, they must be made available for inspection.
Analysis: 
Congress mandated that the Forms 990 of the previous three years be made available by the filing organization,  
90 but there is no requirement to make the forms available online. This creates an impediment to easily using the 
associated data. Organizations are simply required to make their applications for tax-exempt status and subsequent 
materials, including the Forms 990, available to the public for inspection upon request.  91  Individuals are able to 
submit a request to inspect these materials either through the organization or with the IRS. 
The IRS provides nonprofits a work-around for the inspection requirement. If an organization makes its Form 
990 and associated materials “widely available,” then it is not required to answer specific requests for disclosure. 
92 Options for making the materials widely available include the organization posting a form on its web page 
or to an online database maintained by a separate entity.  93 To be considered widely available, the web page 
must inform readers of the document’s availability and provide download instructions, be posted in a manner 
that doesn’t alter the original file upon viewing or downloading it, with the exception of any information that is 
statutorily permitted to be withheld, and not require additional software to view or payment to view or download. 
94  Ultimately, Congress did not require that the forms be made available on the Internet, but it is a matter of 
convenience to do so, say in partnership with entities such as GuideStar. Display services offered by these enti-
ties have created an opportunity to both fill a need within the community and allow nonprofits to avoid fulfilling 
individual disclosure requests.
Originally, the IRS accepted the Form 990 electronically on a voluntary basis, but later expanded to accept the 
Form 990-PF, too.  95  Outside of certain exceptions, each form may be filed electronically, but only the Form 
990-N is exclusively filed electronically. There was push back from the nonprofit community about requiring a 
form to be filed completely and exclusively online. The Department of Treasury replied by indicating that a paper 
alternative to filing the Form 990-N is to fully complete (not simply fill in the respective 990-N information) the 
paper Form 990 or Form 990-EZ. 96 There is no reason to believe a Form 990-N qualifying nonprofit would want 
to do this, as this only serves to increase the organization’s workload. 
A study conducted by the Urban Institute found that of the more than 714,000 nonprofits required to file 
the Form 990-N, approximately 429,000 completed the form. 97 It is unclear why so many organizations failed 
to file this mandatory electronic form. This information represents the smallest nonprofits, but they constitute a 
large proportion of all nonprofits.  A small, unpublished study by the Urban Institute that sought to track down 
a sample of approximately 100 nonfilers 98 as well as the overall lack of response by organizations that lost their 
exempt status, suggests that the vast majority of these organizations had in fact ceased operations.
Mandatory electronic filing now includes organizations other than those that file the Form 990-N. The Inter-
nal Revenue Service Restructuring and Reform Act of 1998 (“Reform Act”) first recognized the growing trend 
towards e-filing methods. Senator Robert Byrd said, of the need for electronic filing,  “the advent of electric filing 
technology cannot be ignored as we seek to find ways to make the IRS more responsive to the American taxpayer.” 
99 The Reform Act amended the IRC to “promote electronic filing and provide incentives towards that end.” 100 
Organizations that file the Form 990 or Form 990-PF and file “at least 250 returns in a calendar year, including 
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income, excise, employment tax and information returns,” 101 and with $10 million or more in assets are required 
to file electronically. 102 Organizations are able to file waivers to exclude them from the mandatory electronic filing 
on the basis of suffering from technological constraints or undue financial burdens associated with compliance. 103 
In addition, the IRS is explicitly not allowed to require electronic filings for individuals, estates, and trusts. 104
Under current law, the secretary of the treasury is given certain latitude to prescribe electronic filing forms. This 
power is limited, as was previously mentioned, by an inability to require electronic filing for individuals, estates, 
and trusts.  105  In addition, the secretary may not require “any person” to file their return electronically unless they 
file at least 250 returns during the calendar year 106 and  must take into account the taxpayer’s ability to comply, at 
reasonable cost, with the regulation.107  The secretary is able to “promote the benefits of and encourage the use of 
electronic tax administration programs,” 108 and may provide incentives for electronically filed returns. 109
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APPENDIX 6: Breakdown of the Form 990
This section summarizes the Form 990. A brief description is provided of each section, including the kind of 
information it requests from an organization and in what format. Additional information includes the number of 
fields, the type of information input, and what page the section is located on.
For purposes of data extraction, it may be helpful to determine which sections hold the most value and the diffi-
culty of performing optical character recognition processes on the most valuable sections. This is a subjective determi-
nation, but our recommendation for the sections of the most value include the first page, Part 3, and Parts 7–10. The 
first page includes information that identifies the organization. Part 3 reflects the organization’s mission and its three 
largest service programs. Parts 7–10 include information on officer compensation, assets, expenses, and a calculated 
balance sheet. These sections provide information that will allow nonprofits to compare their organization with how 
other organizations are structured and managed. This information could be used to look at how nonprofits have been 
affected by the economic recession. It will also provide information that may benefit regulators. 
First Page Directory Information:
•	 This section includes basic information, such as the organization’s name, address, telephone number, gross 
receipts, and organization type.
•	 Includes 36 fields that may be checked or require a numerical value input or specific text-based information. 
Located on page 1.
Part 1. Summary: 
•	 This section focuses on the mission and activities conducted by the organization, governance and structure, 
information on the prior and current year’s revenues and expenses, and total net assets.
•	 Includes 31 fields that may be checked or require a numerical value input or specific text-based information. 
Located on page 1.
Part 2. Signature Block: 
•	 This is where the preparer or officer executes the form. 
•	 Includes 15 fields that may be checked or require a numerical value input or specific text-based information. 
Located on page 1.
Part 3. Statement of Program Service Accomplishments: 
•	 This section focuses on the organization’s mission, any significant changes in transactions since the previ-
ous return was filed, and information on the three largest service programs offered by the organization. The 
service descriptions call for the costs and revenue associated with the service.
•	 Includes 61 fields that may be checked or require a numerical value input or specific text-based information. 
Located on page 2. 
Part 4. Checklist of Required Schedules: 
•	 This section focuses on various questions on financial disclosures and informs the organization what schedule 
it may have to file.
•	 Includes 106 fields but consists solely of boxes that may be checked “Yes” or “No.” Located on pages 3 and 4.
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Part 5. Statements Regarding Other IRS Filings and Tax Compliance: 
•	 This asks the organization more specific information on revenues and the method of receipt. Questions may 
target specific types of 501 organizations.
•	 Includes 61 fields, but consists primarily of boxes that may be checked “Yes” or “No.” Located on page 5. 
Part 6. Governance, Management, and Disclosure: 
•	 This requests information on the methods of governance of the nonprofit, including information on local 
chapters of the organization, what states the form has been filed in, and makeup of voting members or of-
ficers.
•	 Includes 52 fields that consist of primarily boxes that may be checked “Yes” or “No.” Located on page 6. 
Part 7. Compensation of Officers, Directors, Trustees, Key Employees, Highest Compensated 
Employees, and Independent Contractors: 
•	 Organizations are required to provide financial information on organizational officers and employees. The form 
asks for their name, their title/employment type, average number of hours worked, and reportable compensa-
tion from the organization. Additional information requested is information on independent contractors.
•	 Includes 316 fields that may be checked or require a numerical value input or specific text-based information. 
Located on pages 7 and 8. 
Part 8. Statement of Revenue:
•	 This requests specific information from various revenue streams, including service programs, grants, and other 
or miscellaneous forms of revenue.
•	 Includes 117 fields that may be checked or require a numerical value input or specific text-based information. 
Located on page 9. 
Part 9. Statement of Functional Expenses:  
•	 This requires extensive information on expenses from 501(c)(3) and 501(c)(4) organizations. It breaks down 
expenses between total, program service, management/general, and fundraising expenses. It looks at how an 
organization classifies its various needs. 
•	 Includes 140 fields that may be checked or require a numerical value input or specific text-based information. 
Located on page 10.
Part 10. Balance Sheets: 
•	 This is a balance sheet requiring information from the beginning and end of the fiscal year. It looks at assets, 
liabilities, and a calculation of any net funds. 
•	 Includes 72 fields that may be checked or require a numerical value input or specific text-based information. 
Located on page 11. 
Part 11. Reconciliation of Assets: 
•	 This is a further calculation of total and net revenue and expenses. 
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•	 Includes 7 fields that may be checked or require a numerical value input or specific text-based information. Located 
on page 12.
Part 12. Financial Statements and Reporting:
•	 Information requested regards the method of accounting and the relationship between the preparer and 
organization.
•	 Includes 18 fields that may be checked or require a numerical value input or specific text-based information. 
Located on page 12.  
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APPENDIX 7:  List of Interviews
1. Telephone interview with Sophie Raseman, Director of Smart Disclosure and Senior Policy Adviser at the 
U.S. Department of  Treasury (February 29, 2012).
2. Telephone interview with Brewster Kahle, Internet Archive (March 1, 2012).
3. Telephone interview with Carl Malamud, President and Founder, Public.Resource.org (March 1, 2012). 
4. Telephone interview with Jon Orwant, Engineering Manager at Google (March 6, 2012).
5. Telephone interview with David Blaszkowsky, Senior Policy Advisor at the Office of Financial Research at the 
U.S. Department of the Treasury (March 12, 2012).
6. Telephone interview with Richard Marker, Wise Philanthropy (March 12, 2012). 
7. Telephone interview with Lois Lerner, Director of Exempt Organizations Division, and David Fish, Group 
Manager of Exempt Organizations Tech Division, at the Internal Revenue Service (March 23, 2012).
8. Interview with Jeff Ubois, Program Officer at the MacArthur Foundation, (March 23, 2012).
9. Telephone interview with Darin McKeever, Deputy Director at the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation (March 
24, 2012). 
10. Telephone interview with Ruth Madrigal, Attorney Adviser at the Office of Tax Policy in the U.S. Depart-
ment of the Treasury (March 29, 2012).
11. Telephone interview with Frank Baitman, Chief Information Officer at the U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services (April 6, 2012).
12. Telephone interview with Katie Roeger, Research Associate and Assistant Director at the National Center for 
Charitable Statistics at the Urban Institute (April 12, 2012).
13. Telephone interview with Cindy Lott, Senior Counsel to the National State Attorneys General Program at 
Columbia Law School (April 16, 2012).
14. In Person interview with Lois Lerner, Director of Exempt Organizations Division at the Internal Revenue 
Service (April 23, 2012).
15. Telephone interview with Jennifer Deger, Controller at the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation (April 17, 
2012). 
16. Telephone interview with Tom Pollak, Senior Research Associate and Program Director for the National 
Center for Charitable Statistics at the Urban Institute (April 19, 2012).
17. Telephone interview with Elizabeth Boris, Executive Director at the Center on Nonprofits and Philanthropy 
at the Urban Institute (April 27, 2012).
18. Telephone interview with Sean Delaney, Executive Director of the Lawyers Alliance for New York (April 27, 
2012).
19. Telephone interview with Jacob Harold, former Program Officer at the William and Flora Hewlett Founda-
tion (April 29, 2012). 
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20. Telephone interview with Chuck McLean, Vice President of Research at GuideStar (May 07, 2012). 
21. Telephone interview with Emmy So, Database Operations Assistant at the Foundation Center (May 10, 2012).
22. Telephone interview with Lucy Bernholz, Visiting Scholar at Stanford University Center on Philanthropy and 
Civil Society (May 11, 2012). 
23. Telephone interview with Jon Dunford at the Urban Institute (May 11, 2012).
24. Telephone interview with Jonathan Greenblatt, Director of the White House Office of Social Innovation and 
Civic Participation (May 11, 2012). 
25. Telephone interview with Mike Wash, Chief Information Officer at the National Archives (May 18, 2012).
26. Telephone interview with Bradford Smith, President of the Foundation Center (May 29, 2012). 
27. Telephone interview with Hugh Jones, Supervising Deputy Attorney General Tax and Charities Division at 
the Hawaii Department of the Attorney General (May 29, 2012). 
28. Telephone interview with Christine Aube, Director of Data Management at GuideStar (May 29, 2012).
29. Telephone interview with Matt Hampel, Ben Sheldon, and Serena Wales, Code for America Fellows (May 
30, 2012). 
30. Telephone interview with Peter Swords, (June 4, 2012). 
31. Telephone interview with Stacy Palmer, Chronicle of Philanthropy (June 7. 2012).
32. Telephone interview with Bob Ottenhoff, former President and CEO of GuideStar (June 6, 2012).
33. Telephone interview with David Fish, Group Manager of Exempt Organizations Tech Division, at the Inter-
nal Revenue Service (June 15, 2012).
34. Telephone interview with Bob Carlson, Assistant Attorney General at the Missouri Attorney General’s Office 
(June 27, 2012). 
35. Telephone interview with Lin Smith, Managing Director of the National Economics and Statistics Tax Sam-
pling group at PricewaterhouseCoopers (June 28, 2012).
36. Telephone interview with Karen Gano, Assistant Attorney General at the Connecticut office of Attorney 
General (June 29, 2012). 
37. Telephone interview with Elizabeth Korsmo, Assistant Attorney General at the office of New Mexico Attorney 
General (July 03, 2012). 
38. Telephone interview with Susan Boehmer, Director, and Barry Johnson, Chief Special Studies Branch, of the 
Statistics of Income Division of the Internal Revenue Service (October 22, 2012).
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